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CHI LD LABOR IN KANSAS
INTRODUCTION
The probl em of child l abor in Kansas is being recognized more
and more by t he people and by t he legislat ure . Child labor has never
assumed f ormidabl e proportions in t hi s state , however young people
need pr otect ion r egardl ess of the number employed. This particular
age group has never been a great empl9yment problem, perhaps the
principal r eason being t hat Kans as is primarily an agricultural state .
The possibilities that t he stat e will become an industrial and manufacturing 'stat e are excellent and such a change would, no doubt,
bring an increas e in the number of children employed unless the
group i s protected by feder al and state laws .
Three studies have been made concerning the legislation affect·ing children i n Kansas . The fir st study, by Edith Hess in 1922, considers legislation affecting both women and

hildren. 1 Very little

data are given co nc er ning the labor problem of children, and most of
this consists of an analysi s of the state laws enacted .
The second study, by Nina Swanson in 1922, is devoted to a
study of t he agencies caring fo r children, education,

public pro-

tection of the health of mot hers and children, and children in need

1. Edith Hess, 11 State Regulation of Woman and Child Labor
in Kan~as, n Kans as Hi storical Collections, XV, 279- 333°

2

of special care. 2

Only three pages are devoted to the problem of child

labor.
The third study, by Domenico Gagliardo in 1932, is an excellent
though short study of the history of child labor in Kans as .3

These

three studies do not therefore satisfactorily discuss the probl em of
child labor in the stat e.

The present study is in part , however, a

continuation of Dr. Gagliardo's study.
The purpose of this thesis is to present the facts regarding
child labor in the stat e and to trace the development of the childlabor legislation. This does not include employment in institutions,
agencies caring f or children, children in need of special care, and
migratory childr en. Chil dren i n agricult ure are not dealt with to a
great extent ; the greatest emphasis is on children in industry. The
historical method of research is used .
Children n eed f ur ther educat ional preparation f or earning a living and being worth-while citizens under pr esent- day conditions .

The

writer hopes this study will s hed light on a vital topic that affects
the future of our country.

2. Nina Swanson, "The Development of Public Protection of
Children in Kansas," Kansas Hi storical Collections, X:v , 231- 237 •
3. Domenico Gagliardo, 11 A History of Kans as Child- Labor
Legislation, n The Kansa s Historical Quarterly, I (August, 1932),
379-401.

3

CHAPTER I

THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF CHILD LAB R IN KANSAS
The source of material whi ch shows most nearly in complete form
the nature and BA-t ent of child labor in Kansas is the United States
Census

eports. The Unit ed Stat es Census Bureau fi rst gathered compre-

hensive -figures on child employment in 1880, however t he data from 1880
to 1940 are not strictly comparable . The r easons for t he differences
include t he f ollowing:

changes i n census dates , changes in definitions,

changes in classification of occupations and modifications by the
enumerators. 1

Yet t he c ensus data do reveal certain str iking f eatures

of the child-labor situation in Kansas.
Number of Children Gainfully Employed
The i nformation in Table I shows the total number of children
ten to fifteen years of age and t he number gainfully employed by sex
from 1880 to 1930. The 1940 labor force statistics are restricted to
persons fourteen years of age and over; therefore those data are not
included in the chart.
One important conclusion that can be drawn from Table I is
that the number of gainfully employed children in the state has never
been great when compared with the total number of children in the
state. Furthermore, the number of chil dren employ ed has been decreasing since 1900. There were less than 14, 500 children from ten to fift~en

1. Introduction to the various Census Reports.

TABLE I.

Year

Tot a l
Number

T tal
Employe

Males

Empl yed

1 8
189 d
1900 8
1910
1920
1930
a . The 194 labor f or c e census st ti sti s
gins at f urt n
y ea.rs of ag e .
b . u.s. Bureau of Census , Tenth ensus f t he Unit
Vollll11e on Populat i on , p. -5-. ( c ~p · led)
- c. U. S . Bur eau of Census , Compendium __f t h . Tent l'l - - the United t t e s, Part II, p .
5· .
d . Domenico Gagliar do, 11 A History
ugus ,
Legislat ion , 11 'fhe . ns a.s __H_i_..:..s:t_o___ -"--"--........._

1932), 380.

.

e . U. S. Bureau of Census , Fifteenth ensus _f t h e Unit e _
St t es, Volume on Population : Occupat · on s, y t at s ,
JV , 579. (includes dat a f r m 19 to 1 3 ).
years of a ge r etur ned a s employ ed in 1880; the large t ntm1ber
as employ ed wa s les s than 22 , 5 0 in 19

· and fo r

t urn

9.3 the umb r wa s

approximately 4, 100. The proportion of ch ildren employ

n t

f ifteen y ears of age was small , the percentage ha ·ng nev
11. 2 of t he total number of chi l dren in th

a ge g oup . M st o

children employ ed were male s . Th e av erag e numb er
the six censuses f rom 1880 t o 1930 w s l .3, 327

f mal s
d th

th

mpl y

fo

average umb r of

females was 1,446.
'I'he numb er of workers t ent

thirt een y ears

f age h s bee me

relativel y sm 11 and t he Census Bur au felt in t aking th

1940
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that the burden of enumeration and tabulation necessary to include this
age group was no longer justified.

Table II portrays the number of

children fourteen to nineteen years of age and the number in the labor
force for 1940, however this age group is not comparable to those
children ten to fifteen years of age in the earlier censuses.
TABLE II. EMPLOYMENr STATUS OF PERSONS 14 TO 19

YEARS OF AGE , TOTAL POPULATION IN AGE
GROUP ND NUMBER IN LABOR FORCE BY SEX
IN KANSAS , 1940. a

Age
14
15
16
17

18
19

Total Population

Total
Males

32937
33368
34476
33470
34608
32868

16774
17038
17619
17024
17232
16359

Numb er
Employed
785
1706
3406
5268

8548

10709

Total
Females

Number
Employed

16163
16330
16857
16446
17376
16509

148
392
1156
2136
4776

6284

a. U.S. Bureau of Census, Sixt eenth Census of the United States.
Volume on Population: Characteristic u byAge, Vol. rv,
Part II, p. 822.
The number of persons fourteen t o nineteen years of age in 1940
was nearly equal in distri bution. The percentage of employment was very
low, however over half of those males eighteen and nineteen years of
age were employed.

More males were employed than females.
Type of Work Performed

Table III shows the type of work performed by children ten to
fifteen years of age during the period 1880 to 1930. The dat a clearly
show that the majority of children employed in the state are engaged

6
TABLE III . NUMBER OF CHILD

OF EACH SEX 10 0 15 YEARS
OF AGE ENGAGED IN EACH CLASS OF OCCUPATIONS
I N KANSAS , 1880- 1930.

Occupation
Agriculture
Mining
Manufacturing
and Mechanical
Transportation
Trade
Profe ssional and
Public Service
Domestic and
Personal Service
Cl er ical

Occupation
Agriculture
Mining
Manufacturing
and Mechanical
Tr ansport ation
-Trade
Professional and
Public Service
Domestic and
Personal Service
Clerical

1880a
Male
Female

1890
Male
Female

1900c
Male Female

11781

83

1791
(d)

23
(d)

17292
( e)

261
( e)

272
176
(f)

19
8
(f)

112
187
( f)

26
21
(f )

891
653
(f)

152
76
(f)

996

1112

6

8

10

18

(g)

(g)

328

925

1458

1678

1910h
Female
Male

192oi
Male
Female

1930j
Male
Female

14345
184

440
0

3613
99

142
3

1798
9

64
0

592
181
752

46
65
107

566
266
949

155
71
1,50

208
126
1043

72
7
84

18

16

38

17

77

8

192
362

926
44

241
452

426
82

170
73

344
19

a . U. S. Bureau of Census , Compendium of the Tenth Census , art II,
pp . 1360-1366 . (compiled) .
b . u. s. Bureau of Census , Eleventh Census of the United States,
Special Report on Occupat ions, pp . 76- 86-:-Z-includes ages 10 to 14 only J
c . U. S. Bureau of Census, Twelfth Census of the United Stat es,
Special Report on Occupations, pp . 278- 282.d. Included under "Agriculture".
e. Included under "Manufacturing and Mechanical".
f . Included under "Transportat ion".
g. Included under "Professional and Publi c Servi ce" .
h. U. S. Bureau of Census, Thi rte enth Census of the United States, Volume
on Population: Oc cupational Stati stics, rv-;-461- 46-3-.i . U. S. Bureau of Census , Fourt eenth Census of the United States,
Volume on Population: Occupations, IV, 540- 54Y:- - j . U. s. Bureau of Census, Fifteent h Census of the United States ,
Volume on Populatio n: Occupations by States, IV , 581 .
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i n agriculture. In 1880 more than 83 per cent , or 11,864 out of 14, 447
children were returned as engaged in agriculture . The percentage in
1890 i s not comparable as age fifteen is not included in the statistics.
In 1900 the perc entage was 78, or 17, 553 out of 22 , 489; the 1910
percentage was nearly 79 , or 14, 785 out of 18,730; the percentage fell
t o slightly more than 53 or 3,755 out of a total of 7,270 in 1920; and
the 1930 percentage increased to 69 or 2, 862 out of 4,102 . The change
of the census date of 1910 from the spring season to midwinter in 1920
undoubt edly affected the number of workers returned as engaged in agricult ure when children who would normally have been at work were attendi ng school . The decrease in 1930 to a total of 4,102 employed was due
t o the economic conditions of the period when adults replaced the children
at their jobs .
The number of children listed in the other occupations in the census
r eport s is small. This is especially true of mining, professi'onal and
public s ervi ce . The other occupations employed

1

oderate numbers of

children. The statistics do reveal the types of work performed by child
l abor even though the figures are not strictly comparable due to the
changes in the census compilations .
The information given in Table IT shows the type of work perfonned by children fourteen to nineteen years of age for 1940. The data
were compiled by the writer under headings corresponding with the types
of wor k performed by children ten to fifteen years of age in previous
censuses.
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TABLE IT. NUMBER OF PERSONS I N EACH SEX 14 TO 19
YEARS OF AGE ENGAGED IN EACH CLASS OF
OCCUPATION IN KANSAS , 1940.a

OccuEation
Agriculture
Manufacturing
and Mechanical
Transportation
and Tra de
Professional and
Public Service
Domestic and
Personal Service
Clerical
Occupations not
Reported

14 years
Male Female

Male

15 years

382

30

859

72

1

143

0

0

1

0

1

3

2

47
163

51
10

27

10

16 and 17

Female Male

Female

18 and 19
Male Female

3244

84

6155

108

2 1029

73

3439

487

17

4

133

29

2

26

50

531

1231

80
272

174
20

381
920

1209
287

757
1794

3540
2546

61

23

145

93

232

190

44

a. U.S . Bureau of Census, Sixteenth Census of the United States,
Volume on Population: The Labor Force, Vol . III, Part III,
pp. 82-86. (compiled).
The data in Table IT reveal some striking diff erences from the early
censuses. However one must keep in mind that this _is an older age group.
In general, there were consid erable more children employed in industry
I'

than in agriculture.

More males were employed than females , although

females outnumbered the males in certain occupations . In the eighteen
and nineteen year age group there were 13,041 males and 8, 031 females
employed in 1940.
Number Employed While Attending School .
No doubt the school-attendance laws have kept many children in
school and lessened the labor problem. Table V shows the school attendance and employment protlem for persons fourteen to nineteen years of age for 1940.
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TABLE V. SCHOOL ATTENDANCE AND EMPLOYMENT STATUS FOR
PERSONS 14 TO 19 YEARS OF AGE, 1940a

Age

Attending School
Total
Number Employed*

Not Attending School
Total
Number Employed*

14
15
16
17
18
19

31109
29779
27984
23744
16510
9501

1828
2589
6752
9726
18098
23367

529
779
1101
1254
1262
1054

268
904
1896
3311
7621
11235

* Except on emergency work
a. U.S. Bureau of Census, Sixteenth Census of the United States ,
Volume on Population: Characteristics by Age, Vol. rv, Part
II, P• 824.
The statistics in Table V reveal that very few are employed while
attending school. Nevertheless, these few constituted a portion of the
child-labor problem in 1940. Probably most of these youth attending
school were working to earn money to be financially able to attend
school, however some surveys indicate that this is not always the case.
A greater percentage of those not attending school were employed.
Work- Permit Statistics
The work-permit statistics are another source that portray

the

nature and extent of child labor. These permits are required of children
employed in specified occupations. The permits are analyzed in Chapter III.
Nature and Extent of Child Labor in Other States
It is not the purpose of this study to discuss the nature and
extent of child labor in the other states; however two states,

10
Connecticut arrl Nebraska, are broadly portrayed in order to make comparisons . The statistics have been compiled from the United States
Census Reports and are confined to children fourteen to nineteen years
of age for the last census . A complete discussion would necessarily
include an interpretation of the child-labor laws of each state and the
extent and enforcement of the permit-certificate systems would need to
be discussed. A broad comparison of the child-labor laws of all the
states may be seen by referring to pagesl05 to 111 of the Appendices.
Industrial Connecticut y. Agricultural Kansas
The population of Connecticut in 1940 was 1,709,242 whereas
Kansas had 1,801,028 inhabitants, a difference of less than 100,000
individuals. The total value of manufactured products in 1939, the
last year manufacturing statistics are available, was nearly two and
seven-tenths times greater in Connecticut than in Kansas; farm income
the same year was five times great er in Kansas . Thus, one can state
that Kansas is primarily agricultural and Connecticut is an industrial
area.
The writer's comparison concerns the total number of children
employed and the number employed in agriculture and industry regardless of the child-labor laws and their effects . In Kansas there were
201, 727 children between the ages of fourteen and nineteen in 1940;
45 , 314 were employed or nearly twenty-two and one-half per cent of the
•)

t otal. Connecticut had 183,674 children in this age group; 52,976 were
employed or nearly twenty-nine per cent of the total. Thus, it is noted

11

that a greater percentage of the total number of children in industrial
Connecticut i s employed than in agricultural Kansas . The above conclusion
cannot be accepted at face value however; for example, the child-labor
laws of Connecticut are more rigid than those of Kansas .
Another comparison is noted in the number of cnildren employed in
agriculture and industry in the respective states. In Kansas two times
as many children fourteen to nineteen years of age were employed in
agriculture as in manufacturing; eleven times as many children in
Connecticut were employed in manufacturing as in agriculture .
Agricultural Nebraska y. Agricultural Kansas
The population of Nebraska was 1,315,834 in 1940 whi ch was
nearly 600,000 less than that of Kansas . The total farm income for the
two states was nearly equal when population is given due consideration;
that is , Kansas farm income in 1939 was $270, 072,000 and $251,358,000
for Nebraska. On the other hand, Kansas ' manufact ured products wer e
valued at two and seven-tenths times more than those of Nebraska.
However, in general, one can say that the two states are agricultural.
This is especially true when comparison is made with an industrial
state like Connecticut .
The total number of children fourteen to nineteen years of age
in Nebraska was 149 , 271; 39,993 were employed or nearly twenty-seven
per c ent of the total . It has already been stated that twenty-two and
one-half per cent of Kansas children were employed in this age group.
The comparison for agriculture and industry shows nearly three
and one-half times more children employed in agriculture as in

12

manufacturing in the stat e of Nebraska.
The f or egoing comparisons are enlightening as far as considered .
A st r ict comparison of the states is a basis for further study.
Summary
The total number of children employed in the state has never
been great and the number employed through the years has been decreasi ng. In the past a griculture has absorbed the great est number of
employed children, however the percentage employed in industry has
increased during the transition of the state to industrial pursuits.
The perc entage of children working mile attending school is small.
A comparison of the nature and extent of child labor in Kansas with
that of Connecticut and Nebraska reveals that the situation is favorable in this state, however improvements are desired. Next we turn to
the development of child-labor legislation as it has affected children
in industry in the state.
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CHAPTER II
DEVELOPME

OF CHILD-LABOR LEGISLATION IN

IQ

SAS

Protection of children engaged in labor in Kansas began before
the state was admitted to the Union. Various laws affecting children
employed have been passed from time to time, and the trend of these
laws has been toward more protection for the child. The tracing of
these laws from the beginning to the present is significant in discussing the problem of child labor.
Child-Labor Laws

The earliest Kansas law relating to the employment of children
dates back to 1855 when an apprenticeship act was passed by the first
territorial legislature. 1

This act was not strictly a child-labor law

but it affected the employment of children~ Under the act children
might be bound in apprenticeship in any business until twenty-one years
of age or a shorter time if so stated in the indenture. Children might
be bound with the consent of the father; or, if he were dead, deserted
his family for six months, or a habitual drunkard, the mother or
guardian might give such consent. A child, having no parent or guardian,
might bind him.self an apprentice with the consent of the probate court
until he reached twenty-one years of age, or, if a female, until the

1 . Laws of the Territory of Kansas , 1855, Ch. VI, pp. 90-93·
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age of sixteen years. When any poor child was chargeable to the county,
or begged for alms, or whose parents were of questionable character,
the probate court could bind such child an apprentice . Furthermore, any
orphan or minor whose estate was not sufficient for his maintenance
might be bound in apprenticeship.
The duties of the master of an apprentice were:
That every master to whom such child shall be bound,
shall cause such child to be taught to read and write,
and the ground rules of arithmetic, the compound rules
and the rule of three, and, at the expiration of his
time of service, shall gi. ve him a new bible ( Bible ]
and two new suits of clothes, if a male, to be worth
forty dollars, and if a female, to be worth t wenty
dollars~ and ten dollars in current money of the United
States .
If an apprentice was a negro or mulatto, the master was not
required to perform the above duties, however, he had to give the
apprentice a sum of money, assessed by the probate court, in lieu of
education. A master was required to sign an affidavit that he would
perform the duties as provided by the act.
The act stated that it was unlawful to remove an apprentice from
the Kansa s territory. On oath of any competent person that a master was
intending to remove an apprentice, the court could require security in
the sum of one thousand dollars that he would not

do

so.

The court received the complaints of the a pprentices against
their masters alleging unwarranted punishment; insufficient food, clothing or lodging; lack of training, or that they were in danger of being

2. Ibid. , sec. 8, P• 91.
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removed from the territory. The court also received the complaints of the masters a gainst their apprentices alle ging desertion or bad behavior.
The probate court heard such cases by a jury and determined the appropriate punishment.
Any person who aided an apprentice against bis master might be
fined a minimum of twenty dollars with a maximum fine of f ive hundred
dollars, and any person who gave lodging to a runaway apprentice, knowing the apprentice to be a deserter, could be fined one dollar for every
day of concealment. In addition, the master might sue an apprentice af ter
he reached legal age for damages sustained within t wo years of the
termination of the apprenticeship.

3

The law of 1855 was revised slightly by an act of the legislature
in 1859• The following section was found in the law of 185 5 but did not
appear in the law of 1859:
When an apprentice is a ne gro or mulatto, it shall not be
the duty of the master to cause such colored apprentice to be
taught to read or write, or a knowledge of arithmetic; but he
shall be allowed, at the expiration of his term of service,
a sum of money in lieu of education, to be assessed by the
probate court.4
The law of 1859 provided that the indenture for females expired

3. Ibid., sec. 25, p . 93.
4. Ibid., sec. 10, P• 91.
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at the age of sixteen years wh en bound by parents or guardians;5

the

law of 1855 provi ded that the indenture for both males ani femal es
expired a t t he age of twenty- one years when bound by parents or guardians
unless otherwis e stat ed in the indenture .
Law of 1868
--- --The l aws of 1855 and 1859 were enacted by the legislative
assembl y of the territory of Kansas and the law of 1868 was enacted
by the l egislature of the St at e of Kansas . The law of 1868 differed
from the two previous laws in that the indenture for males expired at
the age of eighteen years. Therefore, regardless of how bound, every
person so bound by indenture was required to serve until the age of
eighteen years, or , if a female , until the age of sixteen years , or a
shorter time i f so stated in the indenture . 6
The appr enticeship act of 1868 remained in f orce until 1939 . 7
At that t ime the law was r epealed and no other

aw of like nature re-

garding appr entices has been enacted .

The first direct law against the employment of children was a
s ection of the coal- mining law of 1883 . 8

The law definitely stated

5. Ses si on Laws , 1862, Ch . VIII, sec. 1, pp . 89-90 . (Hereaft er
cited as Laws ) .
-6. Gener al St atutes of Kansas , 1868, Ch . V, sec . 1- 2, p . 88.

7. Laws, 1939 , ch . 180, sec . 280, P• 357 .
8 . Laws,

1883 , ch. 117, sec . 17, p. 180.
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that no person under t welve y ears of age be allowed to work i n coal
mines.- Minors b etween t welve and sixt een years of a g e might work if
they were able to read and write and furnish a c ertificat e from a
school teac her showing t hat they had attended s chool at l east three
months during the year. The agent of such coal mines empl oying mi nors
-,was --' responsible fo r the enforc ement of the provisions . Upon wilful

violati on the agent was subj e ct t o a fine not to ex c eed fifty dollars
for each offens e . The labor commissioner reported that it was doubtful
whethe r t h e law was r i gi dly enforc ed.

9

This section regarding the employment of children in the mining
a ct o f 1883 was s t ill in for c e in 1915 as it was included in t he General
Statutes of 1915.

10

It was evidentally repealed i n Chapter 227, Laws of

1917, wh en t h e law states ,

11

•••

and all acts and parts of acts in

conflict with the pro"\/i. sions of this act are repealed . 11

The l aw of

1917 provided t hat children under sixt een ye ars of a ge could not be
em.pl oyed i n mines .

11

The first real child- labor law was pass ed i n 1889 and it affected only a small gr oup of children.

12

This law is in effect at the pre-

s ent time . The a ct makes it unlawful to employ children under t he a ge

9. Kansas Bureau of Labor, Fourth Annual Report, 1889 , p . 27 .
10. General Statutes of Kansa s , 1915 , sec . 6284, p . 1250 ,
11. Laws , 1917, Ch . 227 , s e c. 2, p . 318.
12. Laws, 1889, ch . 104, pp . 138- 140 .
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of fourteen as acrobats, gymnasts, contortionists, circus riders, ropewalkers, or exhibitionists of like dangerous character. The act extends
to the employment of children as beggars, mendicants, paupers, streetsingers, and street musicians.

Any duly incorporated society having as its objective the protection of children, and employing an agent to aid in i t s work, may have
such agent commi s sioned as a special policeman. In additi on, it is made
t he duty of sheriffs, deputy sheriffs , constables and police officers
to aid such societies in the en forc ement of all laws relating to the
protection of children, and they are given t he power to arrest wit hout
a warrant f or any violat ion. The cou nt y attorneys are to prosecute the
ca~es arising under the act. When complai nts have been b rought by a
society for the prot ection of children, t he atto rney may , with the
consent of the court or magist rate, conduct the prosecution; the
society's attorney being granted all th e powers conferred by l aw upon
county attorneys. Violations to the act constitut e a mi s demeanor and
upon conviction the punishment may be a fin e or imprisonment or both .
The fine mey not be more than two hundred and f ifty dollars , and the
imprisonment for a term not exceeding one year. 1 3

In 1903 Governor Bailey in his message to the legislature urged

13. Ibid., sec. 1, P• 138.
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prohibition of chi ld labor under the age of fourt een years i n factor i.es
14
and workshops.
His suggestio n was not car ri ed out, however, th e law
of 1903 ext ended t h e law of 1889 . The l aw of 1903 provides that any
person who induces or permits a chi ld under eighteen years of a ge to
practic e or give public, open exhibitions , seanc es or shows of hypnotism,
mesmer i sm, animal magnetism or so-cal led psychical forces is guilty of a
misdemeanor . Upon convi ction of suc h an act the person may be fined,
impri s.bned, or both . The f i ne ranges f r om ten dollars to one hundred
and the imprisonment from ten days to three months. 15

Governor Hoch in 1905 i n hi s message t o the legislature t ook a
f avo rable attitude toward labo,r legislat ion but did not make any
sp ecifi c referenc e to child labor . 16 A step f orward was taken, however, wh en a comprehensive child- labor law was enacted. The law of
1905 pro vided that Employment of children under fourteen years of
age in factorie s , packi ng-houses am. mines was prohibited. Children
under sixt een ye a r s of age wer e not to be employed at any place
danger ous or injurious t o lif e, limb, health or morals . Anyone
employing children was first required to obtain a certificate of the
age of such children .
The f or m of the certificat e was as follows:
STATE OF KANSAS, COUNTY OF _ _ _ ___ , CITY OR

14. House Jour nal, 1903 , P• 122.
15. Laws, 1903, ch. 219 , s ec . 1, P• 373 .
16. House Journal , 1905 , p. 18.
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DISTRICT.. This certifi es that _ _ _ , according to the
records of t his school and from all the knowledge that I
can obtain, was born at ___ , in
county , and
city , of the s t ate of __ , and is n~der
yeai"s
of age.
(Signed)
--;r.7
When i t was impossible to s ecur e the c ertificate from t he records
of the school , the employ er had to secure a statement of th e age from t he
parent or legal guardian which had to be veri f ied under oath before an
authori zed officer. The certifi cates were suffici ent protection to t he
employer, except when he had a ctual knowledge of t he f alsity of the
certif icate . The c ertificates were kept on file and open to the i nspection of proper offi cials. The state i nspectors exami ned t he children
employ ed a s t o their a ge arrl f i l ed compl aint s to e nforce the provisions .
The county att orneys were to prosecute all compl aints fi l ed. Violations
could be punished by a fine rangi ng f rom twenty - fi ve dollars to one
hundred dol lars , or by Lmpri sonment in the county j ail not less t han
18
t hi r ty days nor more than ninety day s .
The labor department estimated t hat 5, 000 children wer e placed
i n school i n the stat e due to the op erat i on of t he l aw of 1905 and the
compulsory education laws .

19

In 1909 Governor St ubbs r ecommended an extension of the laws
restricting chil d labor in his mes sage to t he legislature. 20 Accordingly,

17. Laws, 1905 , ch. 278, s ec. 2, P• 432.

18. Ibid., sec. 4, P• 433 .
Report,

19. Kansa s Bur eau of Labor and I ndustry, Twenty- second Annual
1906, p . 144.
20. House Journal, 1909 , P• 45 .
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the law of 1905 was repealed and a similar, more comprehensive law was
enacted in that year. 21

The act provided that children under f ourteen

years of a ge could not be employed in any factory or workshop not owned
or operated by the child 's parent, and never in any theater or packinghouse, or operating elevators, or in or a bout arry mine . Children could
not be employed in arry business or service whatever during school hours .
Furthermore, the act provided that children under sixteen years of age,
who were employed in the vocations mentioned above, or in distributing
or transmitting of merchandise or messages, could not be employed before
seven o'clock in the morning or aft er six o'clock in th e evening, or
more than eight hours a dey, or more than forty-eight hours a week.
Minors under sixteen years of age were not to be employed at any
occupation dangerous or injurious to life , limb, health or morals.
Conviction of a violation under t his act entailed the sarne punishment
as stated in the law of 1905.
A more elaborate certificate was require

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , Kan.,

date
city
county
This certifi es that ____ ___ according to records of the
full name
school census and from all knowle dge that I can obtain, was
born ____ - - - ~ _____ at ___ , in _____
year
day
month
county , state of _____ , and is now ____ years and
months of age. His (or her ) hei ght is
tall_______ , weight
,
complexi.on
---.,,....,..--,-----:-:-heavy-light-medium
short-medium
, eyes
and he resides at
hair
------'
color
_c_o..,..l_o_r_
fair or dark
No. ______ ,
street.
-(S_i_·g_n_e_d,....)_ _ __

-----

21. Laws,

1909, ch. 65 , PP • 115- 117.
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of _n_am_e_o_f- sc_h_o_o_l_ _ _ _
22

off icial school position
school or di st r i ct No.

The next few years produced not hi ng along t he line of childlabor legislation. In 1917 Governor Capper i n his message to t he
legislatur e reconnnended that the child- labor legislation be amended
to restr i ct fu rther the age limit an d hours of labor of children,
.

especi allyin h azardous occupatio~

23

The legi s lature enacted t he chil d-labor law of 1917 24 in order
to b ring the s tate law up to existing f ederal st andards . This l aw provides that no child under forteen y ears of a ge be al lowed at a ny t ime
to b e employ ed i n f actori es , workshops, theaters , mills , canneries,
packing houses, or operati ng elevators; thus repeal ing provisions of
t he 1909 law al l owing chil dren to be employ ed i n f actories and wor kshops owned or operated by their parent s or guardi ans . The employment
age f or children working i n mines was raised f rom t wel ve to sixt een,
and t his ext ends to quarries also. Furthermore, chi l dren under sixteen
may not work i n any oc cupation dangerous or injurious t o lif e, limb,
health or morals. Provi sions f or ni ght -work a s provided by the law of

1909 were ext ended to include hotels , r estaurants and mercantile
establi shments.
The issuance of work permits was made stricter. Empl oyers of

22. I bid., s ec. 3, p. 116.

23. House Journal, 1917, p . 28.
24, Laws, 1917, ch. 227, pp . 318- 321.
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children under sixteen y ears of age are required to obt ain and keep
on file the work permit as provided by law. The work-permit system
as provided by t he law of 1917 is discussed in the following chapter.
Provisions f or enforca'!lent and penalities were not changed from the
law of 1909. 25
Th ere was a conflict between the school and the child-labor
law after the passage of th e law of 1917.

26 The school law r equired

attendance until the fifteenth year; the labor law s tat ed that children
under sixteen y ears of a ge could not be grant ed a work permit while
school was in session, unless t he elementary school course has been
passed. The 1919 legislature raised the compulsory school attendance
from fifteen years of age to sixt een. 27

The law of 1927 provides for the regulation of danc e halls in
the counties of the state having a populat ion f more than 110,000 and
less than 130,000 and prohibi ts the employment of children. The prohibition is stated as follows: "That no person ur1der eighteen (18) years
of age shall be employed in, about, or around a publi c dance hall. 11
violation of any part of the act whi ch is tolerated by the management

25. Ibid., sec. 12, PP • 320- 321.
26. Kansas Bureau of Labor and Industry, Combined Thirty- third
and Thirty-fourth Annual Report, 1917- 1918, P•· 13 .
27. Laws,

1919, ch. 272, sec. 1, PP• 367-368.

A
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of a dance hall may upon conviction be fined not more than $500 or by
imprisonment in the county jail not less than thirty days or more than
sixty days for each offense . 28

'rhe law of 1943 was an amendment ibo the law of 1917. 29

The

amendment was an emergency measure and applicable for the duration
of the recent war and six months afterwards. The law amended section
2 (38-602) of the law of 1917 which stated:
That no child under sixteen y ears of age shall be at
any time employed, penni tted, or suffered to work in or
about any mine or quarry; or at any occupation at any
place da.I].gerous or injurious to life, limb, health or
morals. 30
The amendment is as follows:
Due to the- shortage of farm labor by reason of the
existing state of war between the United States and
foreign nations, the legislature hereby decl ares that
an emergency exists and t hat the provisi ons of section
1 (38-602) of this act and t he provisions of the act
of which this act is amendatory and supplemental shall
not apply to those engaged in agricult ural, horticultural,
livestock and dairying pursuits and employments inci dent
thereto: Provided, The provisions of this section shall
expire six months after the date of cessation of hostilities
between the government of the United States and all foreign
powers .31

28. Laws, 1927, ch., 167, sec. 6, P• 213.
29. Laws, 1943, ch. 178 , sec. 2, P• 331.
30. Laws, 1917, ch. 227, sec. 2, p . 318 .
31. Laws, 1943, ch. 178, sec. 2, P• 331.
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Thus, section 2 (38-602) was amended to read,

11 •

•

•

or at any

occupation at any place dang erous or injuri ous to life, limb, health
or morals except as provi ded in section 2

38- 602 ) of t his act . 11 32

Kansas Supreme Court Cases-t-·
Ca steel v . Brick Co . , 83K . 533

December 10, 1910)

The provi sion providing that

11

1

no person under sixteen years

of age shall be employ ed at any occupation nor at any place danger ous
or injurious to l ife, limb , health or moral s '

11

interpretation b y the Kansas Supreme Court .

dangerous occupation

was given a liberal

was defined as one i n which there is reason to anticipate injury; t he
risk may arise from the inher ent cha ract er of the work even though
the danger may be eliminated by exercise of due care and skill on the
part of the child . The child was given the ri ght of action for damages
although t he statute did not in terms give him the ri ght . The violation
of the statute was the proximate cause of his injury.
Kronvall v . Garvey, 148K. 802 (Dec ember 10, 1938 )
'r he Court st at ed that the mere fact t hat the labor of a child
being per f ormed on a farm does not take the employment from under
the operation of the provision prohibiting t he employment of a child
under sixteen ye ars of age at a ny pl ace in any occupation whi ch is

*For other Supreme Court cases see Appendix A, pp . 101-104.
32. Ibid., sec . 1, p .

331.
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dangerous to its life, limb, health or morals. The petition was an ,
action to recover damages and the facts were deemed sufficient to
constitute a cause of action. This action definitely placed agriculture under one provision of the present child-labor law.
Lee V. Kansas City Public Service Co., 137K-759 (June 10, 1933)
The employer of a child is liable in damage action when the
child is an invitee. The plaint iff was an invitee of the milk company
who owed the duty of reasonable care and a breach of that duty would
render t he milk company liabie to him in damages. The def endant, under
peculiar circ umstances, was not guilty of contributory negligence in
the action.
Related Legislation
School Law of 1874
The school-attendance laws are closely related to child- labor.
The first c ompulsory school-attendance law dates back to 1874.

33

According to the a ct children between the ages of eight and fourteen
years were required to attend school f or a period of at least t welve
weeks in each year, six of these to be consecutive. Exemption was
provided when the parent or guardian was too poor to clothe the child
properly and when the child's physical or mental condition prevented

33. Laws, 1874, ch. 123, PP•· 194-195·
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attendance. A child could be taught at home, however the child was subject to the same examination as other pupils of the district where the
child resided.
Any parent or guardian who violated the provisions of this act

was upon co nviction, guilty of a misdemeanor, and fined not less than
five nor more than ten dollars for the first offense and not less than
ten nor more than twenty dollars for the second and every subsequent
offense. Any school authority who failed to prosecute or neglected his
duty was guilty of a misdemeanor and subject to a fine ranging from
twenty to fifty dollars.
School Law of 1903
The school law of 1874 was amended in 1903. 34 The amendment provided that children between the ages of eight and fift een were required
to attend school when it was in session. Children of fourteen years of
age or more who were able to read and write the Engli sh language, and
who were actively and regularly employed for their own support or for
the support of those dependent upon them, were required to attend only
eight consecutive weeks in any one year . Children having received a
certificate of graduation from the common schools, or who were physically
or mentally incapacitated were exempt from the provisions of the act . 35
Any parent or guardian who violated t he provisions of the act was ,

34. Laws, 1903, ch. 423, sec. 1, pp. 650- 651 .
35. Loe. cit.
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upon conviction, guil ty of a misdemeanor and fined from f ive to twenty five dollars. This law was an improvement over the p revious law in the
required a t tendance.
School Law of

1907

The law of

1907 repealed Chapter 123 of th e Ses sion Laws of

1874 and amended Chapter 423 of t he Session Laws of 1903. 36 The
amendment made it· unlawful to en ploy any child between the ages of
eight and fifteen without the co ns ent of the board of education unless
such child was exempt by law. Children between the a ges of ei ght and
fourteen co uld be granted temporary absences by the board of education
''in extreme cases of emer gency or domesti c necessity . n37

Violations

of the act were punishable by a fine not less than five dollars nor
more than twenty- five dollars, and committahce to t he county jail
until the fine was paid .
School Law of

1919

This law raised the compulsory school at tendance age from
fifteen to sixteen. Th e clause providi ng for the employment of children at fourteen if regularly employed for their own or their d ependent 's support. was retained f rom t he law of

1903.

38

p6. Laws , 1907, ch. 317, sec. 1, p . 489 .
37 . Ibid., P• 491.
38. Laws, 1919, ch. 272, sec . 1, PP • 367- 368.
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School Law of 1923
The clause of the law of 1903 providing for children of f ourteen
years of age to work f or their own support _or support of their dependents,
and the clause of the law of 1907 authorizing temporary absences f rom
--.,

school in cases of emergency or domestic necessity were repealed by t he
law of 1923. 39

In addition, compulsory school attendance is to in-

clude children between the ages of seven and sixteen when the school
is in session. The act does not apply to t hose completing the eighth
grade or those physical ly and mentally incapacitated. To employ children
between seven and sixteen years of age during sc hool hours of the school
session is unlawful unless such child is exempt from attendance .

Violators of the law, both parent s and employers, are subject to
the same penalities as provided by the law of 1907 • .
Mothers' Pensions
One reason fre quently gi ven for the employment of children is
that the parents are poor and need the money earned by their children.
The mothers 1 -pension law is not a child-labor law but is mentioned as
it undoubtedly affects the number of children employed .
The first act for the relief of the poor was enacted in 1862. 40
This act was not a mothers 1 -pension law but it did provide that poor people could receive assistance. The law was more nearly a labor law

39. Laws, 1923, ch. 182, sec. 1 , PP• 264-265.
40. Laws, 1862, ch. 163, pp . 745-753•
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for child r en as provisi on was made t

bind th em

ppr ntices

hen

they wer e committed t ote county asylums f or t he p or . 4l
I n 1868 the board of county commissioners wer

aut ori zed t

pay parents of idiots or other hel pless children wh were una l et
provide the neces sar y care a sum not exceeding t he co st

f

h ir

care in an i nstit ution. 42
I n 191 5 a mothers 1 - pension law was enact ed. 43 The act amended
the law of 1868. The l aw provided, as did the law of 1868, that t h
county commissioner s might contribute t o t he poor parent s of helpl ess
and

i mbecile chil dren. 'r he l aw, in additi on, pr ovided t hat pensions

might be al lowed widows with dependent chil dren under sixt een years
of age, and the pensi on was limit ed to t wenty-fiv e dol l ars a month .
A 'Widow was r equir ed t o make applicat ion for the pension showing that
she was a woman of good character. The mot her might also r eceive the
pension if divorc ed,
mentally unable

or by r eason of t he husband being physicall y or

to earn a livi ng for his family.

In 1917 t he l aw of 1915 was amended . Mor e r estri cti ons wer e put
in the path of mothe rs applying for pensions and additi nal adminis t rative pol icies wer e enumerat ect. 44
In 1921 the l aw of 1917 was amended arrl the law stat es that the
board of count y commis si one r s ffiBv'" at th eir dis cr eti on pay poor mothars

4l. Ibid., s ec. 28 , P• 751.
42. Laws, 1868, ch. 79 , sec . 8, PP • 622- 623.
43. Laws, 1915, ch. 262, PP • 329- 331.
44. Laws , 1917, ch. 138, sec . 1- 3 PP • 190- 193 .
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t o care f or their chi l dren. 45

The

ther mus t be a widow,

or her husband physic ally or mentally unable

o earn a living

f amily. Such children must be under t he a.ge of four t een .
must be an actual bona fide r esident

i v red,

h

01

his

mother

f the state for two yea.rs an

of the count y one y ear next pr eceding h er application.

he mot er mus t

have good mor al ch aracter and be financi ally unable to support her child
or childr en. The tot al sum for any one mother must not

xce d the sum of

f i f t y dollars per mont h . A connnittee of three worn n must investigate and
reinv esti gate tha applicant s at l east ever y si x m nths and rep rt in
writi ng to the count y commission ers . The boa r d may i ncrease the paym nt
of money temporari ly in cas e of sickness or unusual condit·ons, and
decr ease i t in l i ke manner, or tenninate payments , when deemed necess ry .
The payments are made f rom the g eneral fund of the county . A weakness
of t he va rious mother s 1 - pension laws is the f act that c ounty commis sioners were not oompel l ed to aid mot hers to care

or their c ri.ldren.

a

result few count ies gave such aid . The law des r ribed a b ov e is in force
at t he pr esent time, however it l s inoperative .
Aid to Dependent Children
The mothers 1 - pension l aw is inop erative due to t he enactment 01
soci al s ecurit y l egislat i on. I n 1935 Congress pa s s d the Social Security
Act whi ch provi ded benefits f or old- age assistanc e , aid to t he bli nd a nd
aid t o dependent children . 4 6 To secure such assist a ce a state had to

4 5. Laws, 1921, ch . 153, sec . 1 , pp . 243- 245•
46 . United Stat es Statutes at Large
Offic e , 1917) , Vol. 49 , p . 620 •.

(Washington : U. S. Printing
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establish or designa te a si ng le state agency to administer the assistance plans whi ch had to be approved by the federal Social Security
Board. As a result of the act Kansas pas s ed the Soci al Welfare Act of
1937. 47

The act provided for a State Board of Social Welfare.
The aid to.dependent children prevents t he removing of children

from hQme surroundings be cause of i na dequate income . A recipient of
such aid must have resid ed in Kan sas one year i mmediately preceding
application for assistan ce, or i f the child is less than a year old,
t he moth er must have resided in Kans a s one year immediately preceding
birth of t he child . The a ct provided assistance to dependent children
under sixteen years of a ge , however since 1940 children under eighteen
years of a ge who regularly attend school may receive such assistance.48
Thus since 1937 ai d to dependent children in Kansas has been financed
by t he federal, state and local governments; under the mot hers' - pension
act the county assumed the cost.
Industrial Welfare Law of 1915
Another significant step f orward was t he passing of the industrialwelfare a ct in 1915.49

The act was amended slightly in 1921 . 50

legislati on made it unlawful to employ

11

•••

The

minors in any industry or

occupation with the state of Kansas under conditions of labor detrimental

47. Laws , 1937, ch. 327, P• 519.
48. United States Statutes, 1939, Vol . 53 , p. 1380.
49. Laws, 1915 , ch . 275, PP• 352- 358.
50. Laws , 1921, ch. 263, PP• 417- 419 .
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t o thei r healt h arrl welfare • • •

n51 The word minor was defined in

t he l aw as a male or female under ei ghteen years of age and t he word
oc cupation was defined as "any and every vocation and pursuit and
trade and industr y . 1152 A commission was created wit h broad powers to
establish standards of wages , hours , and conditions of labor for minors
and others .
In 1921 the jurisdiction co nferred on the Industrial Welfare
Commi ssion was conferred on the Court of Industrial Relations . 53

At

pr esent the commission is under the jurisdiction of the State Labor
Department. The Welfare Commission has a pproved Industrial Welfare
Orders concerning women arrl children in t he fo llowi ng industries:
laundry, manufacturi ng, mercantile , publi c housekeeping, and telephone . 54
Attempts to Improve the Laws
Children ' s Code Commissions
In 1918 a movement to modernize the laws concerning children began with the establishment of t he Kansas Children's Code Commission. 55
Lieutenant- Governor Hoffman, at the request of Dr . Lydia Allen DeVilbiss,
chi ef of t he Division of Child Hygiene of the State Board of Health,

51. Laws, 1915, ch. 275 , sec . 2, p . 353.
52. Ibid., sec . 13, p . 354.

53 . Laws, 1921, ch . 263 , sec . 1 , p. 417.
54. See Appendix, p. 112.
55 . Report of the Kansas Children's Code Commission, January, 1921,
Proposed Child Welfar e Legislation, p. 6.
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appointed the committee. The committ ee drafted six bills and presented
them to the 1919 legislature. Three of them, none dealing with child
labor, were passed. Nothi ng more was done by this committee.
A second code commission committee was appointed by Governor
Allen in 1919.

56

This action was taken at t he request

of Dr . Florence

Brown She:c_born,' successor to Dr . DeVilbiss. The comrniss:i.. on made a
child-welf are survey which revealed 11 1a very general disregar d of t he
provisions of the Kansas Child- Labor Law. 11157

On the basis of the

survey, a report was made recommending child-labor legisla tion. The
commission presented the legislation to the legislature of 1921, however little success was secured.
The commission was reorganized in 1922. 58

The commission

f ormulated a code based on the I nternational Confer ence on Child Welfare which met in Washington in 1919. However, the Children's Code
Com..'Tii.ssion met -w:i.th little success on proposed child-labor legislation .
Juvenile Code Commission of !:}J[j_
The recent session of t he legislature creat ed a temporary
Juvenile Code Commission. 59

56. Loe .

This commis sion is to mak e a survey of

cit.

57. Ibid., P• 17.

58. Preliminary Report of t he Kansas Children's Code
Commission, May, 1922, Proposed Child Welfare Legislation, p . 6.
59. Laws, 1947, ch. 263, pp . 410-412.
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the l aws of

ans a s relating to children and to mak e a complete report .

of i ts findings and recommendatio ns to t,he Governor and the members
of t he l egisl ature not l ater than January 15, 1949.
The member s of the legislature have reco gnized the fa ct that the
laws of the state r elating to children have not kept

ace with modern

development s . The laws relating to children are scattered through the
st atut e books and contain many conflicting provisions which should be
clarif i ed and corrected by legislative enactments . A thorough modernization
of the present laws is deemed necessary. The commission is to report i ts
r ecommendations relating t o proposed l egislation in drafted bill f orm.
I t is hoped that the commis sion will recorrnnend changes in the
laws relati ng to the empl oyment of chi l dren. Laws passed nearly sixty
years ago af fe ct i ng child labor are still in force at the

resent time .

Administrative Agencies
Admini stration of t he Child- Labor Laws
The first step forward in the administration of Kansas childlabor l aws was taken when the comis sioner of labor, under the Society
of Labor and Industry, was given the duty of enfo rcing all child-labor
laws i n 1898.

60

In 1913 the State Soci ety of Labor and Industry was

abolished and a Department of Labor and Industry was created. 61

The new

depart mB.nt inherited all the duties of the f ormer State Society of Labor

60. Laws , 1898, ch .

34, P• 100.

61. Laws , 1913, ch. 390, sec . 1, P• 390.
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and I ndustry. Then in 1921 the Department of Labor arrl Industry was·
abolished ar:rl its duties were given t o the Industrial Court . 6 2
Furthermore, the Industrial Welfare Commission was made part of the
63
Industrial Court .
Thus, the administration of the child-labor laws
was vested in the Industrial Court.

he chil d- labor work was under the

direction of the woman factory inspector .

In October, 1921, the

i ndustrial welfare and child- labor work were united to form a woman 's
division. The new division assumed the name , Di vision of Women and
Children, although there was no statute desi gnating the Division. 64
In 1925 the Industrial Court was abolished and its duties
trans ferr ed to the Public Service Cornmission. 65

The child- labor laws

were a dmini stered by this commission until 1929 when the Commission of
Labor and Industry was creat ed and charged with this duty.

66

The Commission of Labor and Industry administered the childlabor laws until 1939 when the present State Labor Department was
created. 67

This l atest department administering child- labor laws

and regulations provides f or a Women I s and Children I s Di vision.

62 . Laws , 1920, ch. 29, PP • 36- 47 °
63 . Laws, 1921 , ch. 263 , sec . 1 , p. 417 .
P• 88.

64. Court of Indust rial Relations , Second Annual Report, 1921,
65 . Laws, 1925, ch . 258, PP • 335- 337•
66. Laws, 1929, ch. 258, PP • 425- 427 67. Laws , 1939, ch. 294, PP • 563- 566.
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Present Child-Labor Personnel
The State Labor Department was created by the law of 1939 and
the labor commi ssioner has charge of the supervision of l abor laws
pertaining to children in i ndustry. 68

The present labor commissioner

is P•. G. Baird. The salary of the labor commissioner at t he present
time is $4, ) 00 per year. 69 The commissioner was authorized by the law
of 1939 to organize a Women's and Children's Division of the labor department.
The head of the Women's and Children's Division is called the
director-inspector. Mrs. Nellie G. Kennedy holds that position at the
present time. She has been employed in the labor of f ices of Kans as
since 1934. The director-inspector is under t he Kansas Ci vil Service
Law and t he salary r ange for this position is f rom $165.00 t o $220 •.00

° F~thermore, the director-inspector receives compens ation

per month. 7

for actual expe nses while absent f rom the city of Topeka on off icial
business as do t he other off icials of the1abor depart~ent.
At one ti me the director-inspector had a deput y i nspector but
at present t here is none . Bef ore t he Kansas Civil Service Law was in
effect t he girl who did off ice work was known as t he secretary to the

68. Loe . cit.

69. Laws , 1947, ch . 416, sec. 23 , P• 748.
70 . P. G. Baird, personal letter, Kansas State Labor Commi s sioner,
October 16, 1947 .
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The wor k- pennit sy stem i s provided f r th

r gul ti o o chi

labor and for t he protection of the employer . Th

nn _t

_m of. tl

system is to prohibit and regulat e chi d l abor in sp ct
The system in Kansas was provided by t h la.w of 19
pealed by the act of 1909 which provided fo

mor

certifi cate . Then in 1917 t he work- permit syst em was

cl

issuance of permits made mor e r i g' d. This l aw is in fo ·
t ime . The weakness of the various per mit syst ems

and t h-

at t h

p

t

i s in the :f et t h t

they do not include all chil d employment , only i n pecifie

oc c pat iona.

Penni t Requirements

The pr esent chil d- l abor l aw pr ovides fo r t h i ssuanc

of wo k

permits to children between fourte en and sixt e n years of ag • 1 Ernp oy
ment of children under f ourteen years of a ge is proh'bited in aey

f act ory , wor kshop, th eater, mill, cannery , packing hou~e , or op rat'ng
elevators . Children under sixt een yea.rs of age ar

not p :r-mi tt d to b

employ ed · n or about an;y mine or qu arry , or at any oc cupation dang rous
or i njuri ous t o life, limb, health or moral s .

The Kan a

Supr me Court

has int er preted occupations danger ous in various inst ances 2 Furth 1-mor ,

1. Laws , 1917, ch. 227, PP• 318-321.

2. Cast el y. Br i ck Co., 83K. 533 ; Kronvall y. Garvey, 148K . 802;
See pp . 25-26 and

y. Karu;; as Ci -y Pu.blio Servic e Co. , 137K. 759 .
ppendix A, PP • 101104.
- -

L ee
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children under sixteen years of a ge employ ed in t he vocations mentioned
in the law, or in the transmission of merchandise or mes sages, or any
hotel, restaurant or mercantile establishment, can not work bef ore seven
o'clock in the morning, or after six o'clock in the evening, nor more
than eight hours a day , nor more then f orty- eight hours a week. According t o the ~aw employ ers must post in a conspicious pl a ce near the
principal entrance a form f urnished by t he labor department showing the
work schedule of each child employed. The work- schedule fo rm legally
in effect has been abolished by the labor department . 3 As a substitute for the work schedule a portion of th e child- labor l aw was
printed in poster f orm. The present f orms were made during the year
of 1944.

The law a l so states that a ll persons, fi rms, or corporations

employing children under sixteen years of ag e in any of th e vocations
mentioned above are required first t o obtain arrl keep on file and
accessible to authorized inspectors , t he wor k permits as provi ded by
the law.

4

Although t he child-labor l~w se ems t o be speci f ic i n most respects t here are pas sages t hat demand i nt er pretation. The writer r equested an i nt er pretation from the Women ' s and Children 's Divi s i on t o
t he followi ng question: Are children fo urt een to s ixteen y ears of age
allowed to 1,,10rk in the occupations prohibited by the child-la bor l aw if
t hey work for their parents or guardians?

The a ns wer is a s f oll ows:

3. Nellie Kennedy, personal lett er, October 27, 1947 .
PP •

4. Forms pertaining to the pe rmit system ar e i n t he Appendix,
106-115.
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The inter pr et ation of the di vi sion is strictly with s ecti on 38- 602 of
t he child-labor l aw in regard t o mines or quarries;
that ar e dangerous or i njurious to lif e, limb, healt h

an:i other o cupati ns

r morals . Mrs .

Kennedy st ated that i f aft er proper investi gat io n, a chi ld under sixt een
years of age is f ound t o b e empl oyed in a hazardous occupation by their
parent or guar dian they woul d b e prohibit ed f rom employment by section
38- 602. The s rune w:> uld apply i f a parent or guardi an of a child under
sixteen years of age should have the child employed in a pl ace of bu siness
determined t o b e deter imental to his morals . 5 Thus , on

w:>ul d conclude

that chil dren bet ween f ourt een and s ixte en may work i n thei r par ent s '
or guardian 's pl a ce of bu sin ess i n t he specifi ed occupations , except
in mines or quarries arrl occupations that ar e det r imental to life, limb ,
health or mor als.
The l aw pr ovides that before a work per mit i s i ssued to a child
the pros pective enployer must si gn an Offer of Employment stating the
occupatio·n at which he intends t o empl oy t he chil d , t he number of days
per week, t he number of hours per day and t he hour s of commencing and
stoppi ng work . Thereby t he i s suing offic er may c heck the legality of th
employment. Second, t he elementary school record of t he child must be
secured or an examina t i on must be given to prove that t he chi ld has
I

educ ational qualif i cations equivalent t o the completion of the state
cours e of s t udy .

Pr ovision is made, however, f or childr en under sixteen

year s of age who have not compl et ed t he element ary course of st udy, that

5. Kennedfj:, Loc . cit .
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is, they may secure the School Vacation Work Permits. This work per.,..

mit is valid only when school is not in session. The permit is intended
for the child who desires to work af ter school hours , on Saturdays , and

during vacation periods.
In addition to t he Offer of Employment and sdlool record or
certificate of examination, the child must provide suffi cient evidence
to prove that he is f ourteen years of age. The labor commissioner may
change and amend the rules and regulations as is necess ary to secure .
satisfactory evidence of age .
The permits are sufficient protection to the employer of children
as to their a ge, ex cept when employers have actual knowle dge of the
falsity of th e permits. Upon the termination of t he employment of a
child whose work permit is on file, the permit must be returned by the
employer within two days to t he official who issued it, and the issuing
officer sends t h e permit or a copy of i t to the labor department .
department may revoke any permit tha t has be

This

i mproperly or illegally

issued or that the physical or moral welfare of t he child will be st b e
served.
The st ate f actory inspector, state ins pector of mines, directorinspector of the Children's Division and their deputies must inspect
the permits ar:rl ot her forms and examine the children employ~d as to
their age and educati on. Another duty of t he i nspectors is to f ile complaints in any court of competent j uris di ction to enforce t he provisions
of the law, and it is the duty of the count y att orney to appear and
prosecute all complaints filed .
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Age Certificates
As t he law provi des only for t h e issuing of work permits to
children between f ourteen and sixteen years of age it would t herefore be contrary to the law to is sue a work pe r mit to a child who is
sixteen years of ag e or over. However, it fre quently occurs t hat a
child sixteen years of age or over must present to the employer some
proof of his age in appl ying f or employment . The present law does not
cover this age group , but to avoid misrepr esentation and fo r the protection of t he empl oyer -wtio is subject to various federal r egulations
th e State Labor Department has provi ded an Ag e Certifi cate fo r children
sixteen y ears of age and over. The department urges that all children
whose physical development indicates any doubt of their being sixteen
years of age be r equired to f ile t his age certificate with their
employers .
The permit system in Kansas i s composed of the regular work
permit, the schoo l vacation work permit , and the age certificate .
These permits are made out in duplicate, one being sent to the l abor
commissioner and one kept by th e employer . Employers having age
certificates may keep these certificates a s evidence of age under
t he Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938. 6 The ot he r types of permits
are returned an::i sent to t he labor department . The department adopt ed
the rule concerning the ag e c ertific ates at t he end of employment

6. Lo e. cit.
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at the sugge stion of the United States Wage and Hour Division as it is
the employers only proof of the minor ' s age when the Wage ar:rl Hour
inspectors make inspections of industrial plants . The loss of the
certificates and work permits does not inconvenience t he children as
they are required to secure new permits for each job as the permits
state the firm ' s name , the i ndustry and the s pecific occupation . The
Children's Division of the labor department cooperates with the United
States Children ' s Bureau at Washington, D. C. by reporting f orms E- 2
and E- 3 monthly to the Bureau. 7
Anal y sis of the Permits and Certificates
Unfortunately t he child- labor records of the State Labor Department since the adoption of the permit system are not complet e. At the
present time t hese permits are stored at 801 Harrison in 'f opeka, Kansas .
The Children's Division has endeavored to keep t he records intact , but
due to the moving of the records fre quently to new storage spac e,
changes of personnel, and so forth, some of the permits have been lost .
In addition, the Director-Inspector of the Children ' s Division commented
that during inspections she has found permits who se duplicates had not
been sent to her office . 8

Nevertheles s , mos t of the records are on file

and t he writer has attempted a comprehensive analysis of the permits
for t he pe r iod from 1941 through 1946 . The sixth table portrays the
regular wor k- permit system, however, since 1918.

?• See Appendix, pp. 116~118.

8. Kennedy , i nterview, June 27 , 1947 .

In cases where
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inaccuracies were f ound in t he number of permits and offi cial records
of t he State Labor Department, the United States Children 's Bureau
records as well as various reports of t he two departments were used.
Table VI shows t he regular work permits issued f rom 1918 through
1946. One important conclusion to be drawn f rom th e t able i s t hat t he
number of c~ildren employ ed in occupations requiring work permits had
decreased consid erably during t h e period f rom 1918 to 1942. In 1918 t he
total regular permits issued was 502; in 1935 th ere were none issued,
and in 1942 there were 164 permits i ssued. These f i gure s r ef lect a decrease in t he numb er of c hildren empl oy ed i n i ndustry. Thi s decrease is
attributed to less business act ivity due t o depression and to t he bet ter
enforcement of t he laws. The i ncrease of permits t o 685 i n 1943 and
1,141 in 1944 was due to greater business activity a s a r esult of io r l d
War II. There was a noticeable drop i n 1945 to 824 and i n 1946 to 417
permits. This decrease of employment of chil dren in industry will probably continue downward as normal peace rela ions are r estored . Another
conclusion to be drawn is t hat more boys were is sued work per mits at all
times during the period covered t han wer e issued to girl s. Some comments
should also be made concerning the type of wor k perf ormed by the children.
The t hree pri ncipal t ypes of work may be clas sified as manufacturing,
mercantile and messenger. Of these t hree, merc antile establis hments have
a slight majority in the number employed over manufa ct uring establi shments
for t he period covered. The messenger occupati on employed mod er ate
numbers of children. Those classified as all others ar e ne arly equal i n
number with those employed in manufact uring or merc antile. The statisti cs
are not reliable fi gures of child employment in i ndustri es as chil dren
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TABLE VI .

Year'A1918a
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931b
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946

*

Nanufacturing

REGULAR WORK PERMITS ISSUED TO CHil.DREN 14 AND
15 YEARS OF AGE I N KANSAS FROM 1918-1946

1-Iercantile

iessenger

All

Others

Male

Females

2

114
94
55
28
34
39
37
22
10
2
12
0
0
0
0
1

260
265
191
117
llO
106
64
57
83
107
101
145
79
33
7
5

140
113
183
76
81
63
30
13
38
17
27
25
14
12
6
4

0

7

0

7

0

0
4
2
19
204
477
295
109

0
0
3
55
69
36
46
43

1
4
10
70
286
332
296
234

1
7
14
130
451
755
585
239

0
1
3
34
234
386
239
178

158
85
178
76
75
81
20
28
54
30
47
80
29
23
9
5

160
132
110
60
60
21
11
6
15
16
19
27
17
9
3
1

69
67
31
49
22
28
26
14
42
76
60
63
47
13

0

0
0
2
20
126
296
187
30

1

Total
502
378
378
193
191
169
94
70
121
124
128
170
93
45
13
9
3
0
2
7
3
1
8
17
164
685
1141
824
4.17

September 1 to September 1 for 1918 to 1923 inclusive and
calendar year for 1924 to 1946 .
a . Domenico Gagliardo, "A History of Kansas Child-Labor Legislat ion, 11
The Kansas Historical Quarter~y, I (August, 1932), 397. (includes
data from 1918 to 1930 inclusive) .
b. Statistics compiled from various Kans as labor reports , childlabor records and permits in Children ' s Division, and Federal
reports . (1931 to 1946 inclusive) .
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are found during inspections that do not have work permits . A thorough
check- up of the industries in Kansas City, Kansas, in which children
were employed is given as t he reason for the increase of permits issued
in 1926 . 9
TABLE VII. LAST GRADE C MPLETED BY MI NORS 14 AND 15 YEARS

OF AGE RECEIVING REGULAR WORK PERMI TS, 1941-1946.

Year
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946

Grade Grade
6
7

6

1
17
16

6

3

Grade
8

2

19
25
153
30
83

Grades
9,10,11
15
144
562
751
753
325

Grade 12 or
higher

Grade not
specified

11
28
5
6

14
193
30

Total
17
164
685
1141
824
417

The next table,Table VII , shows the last grade complete by the
minors during the period from 1941 through 1946. Six minors were issued
regular work permits at the completion of the sixth grade . It 1/Jill also
be noted that a few minors were issued regular work permits with the
completion of the seventh grade . The child-labor law states that the
elementary school record of a child must be secured to prove that the
child has finished the elementary course or an examination must be given
to prove that the child has equivalent educational qualifications . The
explanation by the Children's Division of this discrepancy was that in
all probability this was an error of the issuing officer in issuing a
10
regular work permit in the place of a school-vacation permit .
This had
been found true by the Department a nwnber of ti.'.Iles in making checks on

9. Public Service Connnission, Eight Biennial

eport, 1926, P• 595 .

10. Kennedy, personal letter, October 27, 1947 .
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permits that had been issued. Then, of cours, there is the possibility
that examinations may have been given to some of the children. Furthermore, soml'

children are excused

from further schooling when the

superi ntendent of schools finds that they have reached t heir capacity
-tbo learn. As such children are a detriment to the school, regular work
permits are sometimes issued even though they have gotten no further
than the sixth or seventh grade .

11

Minors who complet e the twelfth grade before they are f ifteen
years of age are very few and that accounts f or the small nurnber receiving permits in that age group . The ma j ority receiving work permits
have completed grades 9, 10 or 11 . The above s t atistics portray
moderate nwnbers of children in the state who ar e working i nst ead of
furtheri ng t heir education .
TABLE VIII .

Year

Aa

1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946

15
96
506
799
561
284

TYPE OF EV IDENCE OF

GE ACCEPTED FOR .rtEGULAR

WORK PERMITS 14 AND 15 YEARS F GE, 1941-1946 .

B

C

8

13
87
163
134
29

14
27
12
4

D

E

F

Total

11
42
16

17
164
685
1141
824
417

2

47
63
108
99
98

4
2
2
2

a . The letters stand for t he fo llo-wing :
A. Birth certific ate .
B. Bapti smal certif i cate
c. Bible record, pas sport, i ns ur anc e policy, immigration or
natur alization recor .
D. Physician ' s certif ic ate of age accompanied by both school
reco r d of age, if obtainable, and parent' s affi davit of age.
E. Other evidence of age.
F. Evidenc e of age not specif i ed.
11. Lo e. cit.
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The st atisti cs as set forth i n Tabl e VIII show t he type of evidence of ag e accepted by the i ssuing officers. The number of children
using birth certif icates were greate r t han all other t ypes of evidence
combined. The baptismal certifi cate was used i n a few cases. The Bi bl e
r ecord, passport, i nsurance policy , i mmigration or naturalizat ion r ecords
were used about as of ten as the physici an's cert i f icat e .
TABLE IX.

Year

SCHOOL-VACATION PERMI TS
FROM. 1941 THROUGH 1946a

Boys
0
73
113
160
171
39

1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1945
a•

ISSUED

Girls

Total
0
84
171
203
232
54

0

11

58
43
61
15

Statistic s f rom Forms E-2, U. S. Childr en 's Bureau.
Table IX shows t h e number of school -vacation permits and i t i s

readily seen t hat more pe r mits wer e i s sued t o boys t han gi rl s . The .
largest number issued during t he peri od covered by t he t able is 232 f or
the y e'a.r 1945; in 1941 th ere wer e none i s sued; and , in 1946 t here wer e
54 school-vacation permit s is sued.
Fewer school-va cati on pe rmit s have b een issued in rec ent years
t han were issue d i .mmediately f ol lowing t he Fi rst

orld War. I n 1918

t here were 790 school-vacati on permits issued . The postwar peak was
reached i n 1920 when 617 such permit s were i s sued. In 1924 t he number
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had fallen to 67 and th e number gr adually fell off to not hing in 1933.
Whereas t he decrease in the number of c hildren employed in industry ref l ects a decrease in the number of children employed in industry, t he same
conclusion is not valid in the decrease of t he number of school-vacation
permits . The decrease in school-vacation permits was due

n •••

almost

wholly to a chang e in the interpretation of th e law, wh ich allowed children
to work w:ithout permits in occupations not listed in t he law. "

12

In t he

occupations not listed in t he law t h ere was a n increase in the number of
13
children anployed.
The decrease i n 1924 was probabl y due t o the change
of t he calendar y ea r; the method of keepi ng records of work certificates
was changed to correspond to the calendar year i nstead of the school term.
The Court of Industrial Relations gave some cr edi t to the i mprovements in
t he school law for t he decrease of school-vacation perm.its issued. 14
TABLE X.

Year
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946

Manuf acturing
72
541
6477
8366
4729
480

AGE CERT IFICATES I SSUED TO CHILDREN 16 AND 17 YEARS OF
AGE I N KANSAS AND TYPE OF WORK PERFORMED , 1941-1946a

Mercan- MessenAll
tile
Others
ger
11
69
7
146
109
13
21
174
555
486
135
' 1144
522
630
59
18
593
57

Males
99
574
5359
7694
4593
666

Females
60
235
1868
2437
1347
482

Tot als
159
809
7227
10131
5940
1148

a . St at i stics from Ag e Cer t ificates, St at e Department Records and
Federal Records .
12. Domenico Gagliardo, 11 A Hi story of Kans as Child- Labor Legislat ion, 11
The Kansas Historical Quarterly, I ( Augus t , 1932), 395 .
13. Cour t of I ndustrial Relatio~, Second Annual Report, 1921, P• 99 .
14. Ibid. Fi fth Annual Report, 1924, P• 100.
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The statistics in Table X show the breakdown of the age certificates, and it is noted that more children were employ ed in manufacturing than in all the other occupations combined.

The number in manu-

facturi ng in 1941 was 72; the number bei ng 8,366 in 1944; and the 1946
total was 480 . These f i gures show t hat i ndustry absorb ed a great many
children i n ___manufa ct uring during the war years . The least number of
certificates were issued to the mercantile occupation. A moderate number
of a ge certif icates were issued to the messenger occupation.

Males were

were issued about three t imes as many certificates as were is sued to
females in the period covered. In 1941 there were 159 age certificates
issued to children sixteen and seventeen years of age; t he largest
number was 10,lJi in 1944; and the total in 1946 was 1,148 .

hese

statistics reveal t hat a great numb er of children were enployed during
t he war years in t his age group . Child ren sixteen and seventeen are
not required by law to secure age certificates , however it is protection for the employer to require the cer ificate, especially those
employers producing goods for interstate commerc e. The principal
reason for t he large number of certificates issued is that employers
are Fair Labor conscious, that is, t hey ar e playing safe in complying
with t he c hild-labor provisions of t h e Federal Fair Labor St andar ds
Act of 1938. This act is discus sed in the following chapter.
The t ype of evidence accepted for ag e certificates is portrayed
in Table XI. As in t h e f ourteen and f ifteen year age group the maj ority
used the birth certifi cate as the type of evidence. The bapti smal
certificate was used in very few cases. Some of the ot her types of
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TABLE XI . TYPE

F EVIDENCE OF AGE

CCEPTED FR AGE CERTIFICATES,

16 AND 17 YEARS OF GE , 194l-1946a

Year

b

B

C

D

E

F

Total

1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946

74
589
6188
7881
4279
835

7
31
110
49
10
7

13
44
545
1232
1076
92

65
143
276
536
330
204

0
2
20
29
42
10

0
0

159
809
7227
10131
5940
1148

88

404
203
0

a . ources same as f or Table V.
b . The letters are idential with those in Table III .
of evidence used were naval discharge papers, driver ' s licenses , ration
books , adoption papers , and the census record .
There were 110 age certific ates issued to those included in the
ei ghteen and nineteen year age group in 1941; in 1942 the number issued
was 167; 221 in 1943; 177 in 1945; and 180 in 1946.
Summary

The permit system in the state is beneficial in regulating
child labor in specified occupations . The system should be extended
to include all children regardless of the t ,ype of employment . Cnild
employment in industry decreased during t he depression years; increased during the recent world conf lict; and t he trend is downward
at the present time . Children must be prot ected by law as some employers do not heed the advice of authorities th at c11ildren be kept in
school . In general , the present permit system is _partial protection
for the health , morals and welfare of children.
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CHAPTER IT
FEDERAL LEGISLATION AFFECTING CHI LD LABOR IN KANSAS
Numerous attempts were made during the early part of t he present century to secure t he passage by Congress of a federal childlabor law. The first bill was introduced by the late Senator • lbert J.
Beveridge in 1906, but it was not until 1916 that Congress enacted a
child- labor law. Federal legislation concerning child labor affects
only those products produced for interstate and foreign commerce . An
amendment to the Constitution is necessary befor e Congress can regulate
child labor in intrastate commerce.
Federal Law of 1916
On September 1 , 1916, Congress passed the so-called OwenKeating Bill1

which prohibited child labor to some eJctent . The act

prohibited the shipment in interstate and fore~gn commerce of goods
produced in mines arrl quarries , in factories of manufacturing establishments , mills , canneries and work-shops in -which children were employed
in violation of stated standards . These standards included t h e employment of children under sixteen years of age in mines and quarries ,
of children under fourteen years of age in manufacturing establishments
and of children between fourteen and sixteen y ears of age for more t han
eight hours a day , six days a week, and after seven o'clock in t he

1 . United States St atutes, 1917, vol . 39, p . 675.

•
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evening or before six o'clock in the morning . Thus, ni ght work for
children under sixteen was prohibited in producing goods for i nterstate
commerce . The law went into effect September 1, 1917, one y ear af ter
its passage, the delay being provided so that Employ ees in the included industries might have abundant time for readjustment .

The law pro-

vided that C-9ngress had the authority to regulate commerce among the
states am to prevent the transportation of goods within thirty days in
establishments where child labor had b een used in violation of the above
standards. The Secretary of Labor was charged wit h the administration of
the law and was given power to enter and i nspect all establishments
employing children where goods were produced for interstate commerce .
Furthermore, the Attorney- General, t h e Secretary of Commerce, and t he
Secretary of Labor constituted a board to make uniform rules and regulations for carrying out the provisions of t he act . The bona fide boys'
and girls ' canning clubs reco gnized by the agri cultural departments of
the several st ates and of t h e United St at es were not affect ed by t he
provisions of the act .
Violators of t he act were prosecuted i n the courts of the United
States. The f irst conviction could be punished by a fine of not more
than one thousand dollars, nor less than one hundred dollars, or by
impri sonment for not more than three mont hs, or by both f i ne and
imprisonment.
The total number of establishments inspected in Kans as during
the time the act was in f orce was t hree. There were no violations i n

the s tate under the law that instituted court action. 2
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This first feder al child- labor law enacted in 1916 differed
from the Kansas child- labor law. According to the Biennial Report of
the Kansas Labor Depart ment for 1915-1916 the Kansas l aw differed in
t he following respects:
(1) The f ourteen- year limit does not apply to establish-

m~nts owned or operated by t he c hild ' s parents .
(2) There is no sixteen-year limi~ for mines and quarries,
although the state law prohibiting the employment of
children "in occupations dangerous to health or morals''
has been construed to cover empl oyment in mines.
The c hanges which took place in the Kansas law after the federal
child-labor law was enacted have been discussed in Chapter II under the
law of 1917.
On June 3, 1918, the Owen- eating Act was declared unconstitutional in Hammer y . Dagenhart .

3

The child- labor law had been in operation

275 days., The Supreme Court of the United States declared the law unconstitutional on the g r our:rl·, that Congress had exc eeded i t s constitutional power to regulat e interstate commerce . The act was repugnant to the
Constitution in a two-fold sens e.

11

It not only transcends the authority

delegated to Congress over co mmerce, but also exerts a power as to a
purely local matter to which the Federal authority does not extend . 114
Four of the nine j udges dissented f rom the maj ority opinion .
2. u. s. Department of Labor, Children 's Bureau, Administration
of t he First Feder al Child Labor Law (Washington: U. s. Government
Printing Of fi ce, 1921;,p°:' 171.

3. Unit ed States Reports, vol 247, p . 251.

4. Ibid. , P• 276.
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Twenty-two years later the decision rendered in Hammer v. Dagenhart

was overruled by the Court in United States y. Darby . 5 Thus, in

1941 the Court upheld the power of Congress to exclude the products of
child labor from interstate commerce. The Darby case also upheld the
Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 which is the recent law regulating
child labor in interstate commerce.
Federal Law of 1919
On February 24, 1919, Congress enacted as a part of the revenue
act a provision f or the levying of a tax of ten per cent on the annual
net profits of stated industries employing children in violation of law.
These industries included mills, can neries , workshops, factories, manufacturing establishments, and mines arrl quarries . The law prohibited
t he employment of children in violation of the age and hour standards
established by the first federal child-labor law of 1916 .

In computing net profits the following were deducted from the
gross amount accrued for the taxable year from the sale or disposition
of such products manufactured: the cost of raw materials entering into
t he production; running expenses; interest paid on debts; taxes of all
kinds; and losses actually sustained.
Employers could protect themselves from the liability of the
tax by securing a certificate permitting the child to work . The certificates were to be prescribed by a board consisting of the Secretary

5. Ibid., vol. 312, p. 100.
6. United States Statutes, 1918, vol. 40, P• 1138.

6
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of the Treasury, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue and the Se~retary
of Labor, showing the child to be of such age as not to subject the
employer to the tax. Any person who knowingly made a false statement
i n relation to such certificate could be fined not less than one hundred
dollars nor more than one thousand dollars or by imprisonment for not
more than three months or by both such fine and imprisonment . Provision
was made that any state issuing age certificates under the laws of that
st ate, and not inconsistent with the provisions of the present act, would
have the same force and effect as provided by this act .
Upon the passage of the law, the standards of the Kansas workcertificate system was accepted by the Office of Internal Revenue , and
Kansas was placed upon the list of states whose certificates were
accredited . However, the state was removed from the list when the
probate judge of Wyandotte county was careless in issuing certificates
contrary to the provisions of t he federal law. 7
Each person subject to the provisions o~ this act was required
to make a true and accurate return under oath setting forth specifically
the gross amount of income received or accrued from sales under the
included iniustries in which children had been employed subjecting him
to the tax. From the gross amount the person was to deouct the allowances authorized by the act. The return was to be forwarded to the
commissioner who assessed the ta.x, and the violator was required to
pay the assessment wit~in thirty days from the date of the notice.

P•

49 ,

7. Kansas Bureau of Labor, Thirty-Fifth annual Report, 1920,
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This second federal child- labor law became operative on April
25, 1919 , and was administered by the Office of Internal Revenue until
May 15 , 1922 , when it was declared unconstitutional in Bailey ~ - Drexel
Furniture Company.

8

The law was declared unconstitutional by an eight

to one decision on the ground that Congress, under the guise of a tax
which on the face of the act is a penalty, may not regulate a matter
wit hin the reserved rights of t he state.
The Federal Child-Labor Amendment
The next attempt , in view of the decisions handed down by the
United States Supreme Court, was to secure an amendment to the United
States Constitution. The proposed amendment does not set up federal
standards but would merely enable Congress to legislate with regard
to child labor.
The following joint resolution was adopted at the first session
of the Sixty-eighth Congress in 1924 by a vote of 297 to 69 in the House
of Repre sentatives (April 26, 1924) and 61 to 23 in the Senate (June 2,
1924) .

9

Resolved~ the Senate and House of Representatives of
the United States of America in Congress assembled ( twothirds of each House concurring therein), That the following article is proposed as an amendment to the Constitution
of the United States, which, when ratified by the le gislatures of three-fourths of the several States, shall be
valid to all intents and purposes as a part of the
constitution:

8 . United States Reports, vol . 259 , p . 20 .
9. United States Statutes, 1924, vol. 43, P• 670 .
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"Article
"Section 1. The Co11?; ress shall have power to limit ,
regulate, prohibit the labor of p ersons under 18 years
of age .
rrsec . 2 . The power of the several States is unimpaired
by this article except that the operation of State laws
shall be suspended to the extent necessar y to gi~e
effect to le gislation enacted by the Congress . "
The amendment is still before t h e states for ratification.
Twenty-eight of the required thirty-six states have ratified the
amendment .

11

In 1925 Kansas rejected the amendment and it was be-

fore the state legislature six times before it was adopted .
Various views were expressed by t h e raembers of t he legislature
and the g eneral public concerning th e amendment . The amendment was described as b eing communistic in origin and purposes, t he instrument by
which Congress w:>uld control the youth of the nation and t h e avenue to
a fuller , richer life for children .

12

The 1935 Kans as legislature failed to a pprove the amendment due
to the efforts of t he A.'Il.e rican Bar Associatio n . 13 The fi ght was lead by
Edward Boddington of Kansas City, Kans as, who was t he lobbyist for the
Civic Tax League which represented a g roup of Kansa s corpor ations. The
lobbying tricks of s c aring the farmer members of the legislature were
used .
Many of t he women's organization s i n t he st ate favored t he

10. Loe . Cit .

11. "Ratified by 28th State" , New York Times, Feb ruary 26, 1937.
( Footnotes 11 , 12, 13 and 14 from an sas Child-Labor Scrapbook, St ate Library),
12. Lqc., cit .
13 . Kansas City Star, November 25, 1934.
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amendment • The critics argued that the girl who washes dishes for
her mother, or the boy who milks his father ' s cows would come under
the power of Congress . 14 Those favoring the amendment argued that
child labor was used to exploit price co ncessions and that children
should be kept in school .
The resolution was passed by the Kansas legislature on February
25, 1937. 15

The house adopted the resolution by a vote of sixty- four

to fifty- two; two weeks earlier the senate had adopted the resolution
by a vote of twenty-one to twenty with Lieutenant- Governor

w.

M. Lindsay

brealdng the tie vote.
The validity of t he ratification of the amendment was contested
in the Kansas Supreme Court on three grounds: 16 That the LieutenantGovernor as a presiding officer of the senate was not entitled to vote
on the ratification resolution;

that the legislature having rejected

the proposed amendment in 1925 had exhausted its power with ref erence to
the amendment; and, that the action of the legi..,la ture in ratifying the
proposed amendment was not valid or binding because the amendment had
lost its potency, having been bef ore the state since 1924. The Supreme
Court of Kansas upheld the action of the legislature and t he case was
referred to the United States Supreme Court . 17

This Court , for the -

14. "Opposing Child Labor Amendment," Topeka Daily Capital, November

6, 1933.

15. House Journal, 1937, p. 377.
16. Coleman y. Miller, 146K. 390.
17 . United States Reports , vol. 307, P• 433 .
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mo s t part, affirmed t he a c tion of the State Supreme Court , however the
Court did not express an opi nion on the question of the LieutenantGoverno r breaking the tie vote .
The

ational Industrial Recovery Act of 1933

The National Industrial Recovery Act , passed by Congress on June
16 , 1933, provided for the establishment of Codes of Fair Competition. 18
These codes were made by agreement bet ween industries, the l~ational
Re covery Admini stration, and the President . The codes , in addition to
providing minimum-Wage standards and hours of labor for all workers ,
provid ed minimum- age standards for children employed. Nearly all of the
576 codes established under the system contained a sixteen year minimum
a ge for all anpl oyment and about three- fourths of the codes set a minimum
a ge f or all hazardous occupations and occupations detrimental to health . 19
The code s were rational i n character and they affected Kansas wherever
appl i c able . The following section from the Code of Fair Competition
for the Restaurant Industry (Code No .. 282) is typical of the child-labor
. .
20
provi s i ons :
S ection 2. On and after the effective date of this Code,
no person under the age of sixteen (16) years shall be

18 . Unit ed State s Statutes , 1933 , vol . 48, P • 195 .

19. u. S. Department of Labor , Children's Bureau, History of
. Federal Regulation of Child Labor, 1938, p . 2 .
20 . National Recovery Administration, Code of Fair Competition
f or t he Re s taurant Indus try (Washington: u. S . Government Printing
Off ice, 1934), p . 514 .
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employed in the estaurant Industry .
Thi s provision shall not relieve any employer from
complying with any state or federal law which imposes
more stringent requirements as to the age of employees
than are prescribed by this section .
The National Industrial Recovery Act was an act of Congress
authorizing the President to a prove or formulate codes of fair
competi tion fo r business a:rrl industry and enforce the codes to promote
national economic recovery . The President created an independent
national a gency , the National Recovery Admiiristration, by presidential
order to secure and enforce the codes in accordance w.i.th the provisions
of the National Industrial Recovery Act . "Under the N. R. A. , children
between fourteen and sixteen years of a g e may work three hours per day
six days per week or eight hours one day in the week between the hours
of 7 a . m. and 7 p . m. 1121

The Kans s child-labor law states that children

between fourteen and sixteen years of age may work between the hours of
seven o I clock in the morning and six o I clock in the evening.
Section

3 of the National Industrial h0covery Act which authorized

the codes was declared unconstitutional on Hay 27,
Poultry Corporation~· United States

1935, in Schecter

on the ground that it was an

unconstitutional delegation of legislative power . 22

'.Che National Re-

covery Administration agency was abolished on April 1,

1936.

Many local complaints were made concerning the provisions
prohibiting child labor .

However, only one child-labor complaint

21. Kansas Labor Department, Annual H.eport uf the Commission of
Labor and Industry , 1933, p . 71.
22 . United States Reports , vol. 295, P•

495 .
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was made to the Office of ~ational

dm.inistration f rom Kansas . 23

The Jones-Costigan Act of 1934
The Jones-Costigan

ct made sugar beets and sugar cane basic

commodities under t he A~r i cultural Adjustment Act, and gave the
Secretary of

griculture power to prescribe child-labor conditions .

Furthermore, the Secretary was given the authority to establish
minimum-wage standards for workers as a prerequisite to the payment
of benefits to the producers of these crops . 24

.
The child-labor
pro-

visions of the act merely established requirements with respect to
eligibility for payments offered to sugar producers . Consequently , the
sugar programs formulated under the act did not provide for prosecutions
in the case of the employment of illegal child labor, but provided for
disqualification with respect ·to all such payments . No records are
available regarding the number of producers who were denied payments
under the act for Kansas . 2 5
The contracts entered into by the government with sugar beet
growers for the 1935 season provided that no child "tetW3.en fourteen and
sixteen years of age should be permitted to work longer than eight
hours a day , however, growers ' children on their parents' farms were
exempted from these provisions . These provisi ons were substantially in

23. Solomon Barkin, Child Labor Control Under NRA, Work Mat erials
No . 45 (Washington: U. s. Government Printing Ofi'ice,1936), P• 39.
24. United States Statutes , 1934, vol . 48, P• 674.
25 . C, R, Oviatt, personal letter, Acting Chief of t he Sugar
Division, United States Department of Agriculture, October 30, 1947,
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in agreement with the Kansas laws .
The

gricultural Adjustment Administration was declared un-

constitutional in 1935 in United States!· Butler and the contracts
26
were included .
No further federal action in this field was taken
until the enactment of the Sugar Act of 1937.
The Walsh-Healey Act of 1935
The Walsh- Healey Act 27 is popularly !mown as the Public Contracts Act . The act was intended to salvage the benefits of the
National Recovery Act . The child-labor standards provided by the law
which must be incorporated in every contract entered i nto with the
government in excess of ~10,000 are: no child labor under sixteen years
of age for boys and under eighteen years of a ge for girls . 28

The act

fixes a ma.xi.mum eight- hour day and a f orty-hour week, and provides
that the work shall not be done under conditions that are unsanitary
or dangerous . The minimum age for the employr ent of girls was reduced from eighteen to sixteen by a ruling of the Secretary of Labor
under aut hority given her by the act . 29
Table XII shows the violations of t he chil d-labor provisions
of the public contracts in Kansa s . The data for the earlier years are

26 . United States Reports, vol . 297, p. 1.

27 . United States Statutes, 1935, vol . 49, P• 2036.
28. Ibid. , p . 2037 .
29 . U. S. Deoartment of Labor, Children's Division, War time
Employment of Boy5; and Girls Under 18 (Washington: U. S. Government
Printing Office , 1943), P• 9.

TABLE XII .

VIOLATIONS OF 'Yl-IB CHILD- LABOR PROVISIONS OF THE PUBLIC CuNTRACTS ACT , KANSAS ,
FISCAL YEARS 1944 THROUGH 1946, AND FIRST NINE MONTHS OF FISCAL YEAR 1947a

Period

July 1, 1946- March 31, 1947
Fiscal year 1946
Fiscal year 1945
Fiscal year 1944

No . of
establishments inspected
under Act
8

33

Violations of child labor provisions of Act
No . of
No. of minors i nvolved
Liquidated damages
establish- Under 16 Girls 16-17
No . of
Amount
ments
establishments
1

8
6
10

49

8

9

§:/

49
172
18

0

6
6
6

-

$2,550
$4,170
$2, 530

as sessed
No . of
minors
involved

-

11

27

8

Not available

a . Harry Weiss , personal letter, Director of the Wage and Hour Standar s Branch , U. S. Department
of Labor , July 7, 1947 .
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not available by states . The statistics show that there have been few
violating establishments under the act in the state. The number of
minors involved under sixteen years of age was 9 in 1945; 8 in 1946;
and, 49 the first nine months of 1947. The number of girls 16 and 17
years of age involved were 18 in 1945; 172 in 1946; and , 49 the first
nine months of 1947 . The number of establishments in whi ch damages
were assessed were six in each of the fiscal years , 1944, 1945, and
1946. There were 8 minors involved in the establishments in 1944 whos e
employers were assessed $2,530; 27 in 1945 with an assessment of $4,170;
and, 11 in 1946 with an assessment of $2,550. Thus , the assessment of
damages has not been great during the period covered. Another weakness
of the act is that it applies only to contracts of $10,000 or more .
Many public contracts are for amounts less than the stipulated minimum.
The Sugar Act of 1937
The Sugar Act of 1937 established sugar quotas, levied a tax on
the manufacture of sugar, and authorized conditional payments to producers
of sugar cane and sugar beets. 30 Various labor standards are included
among the provisions. These include prohibition of the employment of
children under fourteen years of age and a maximum eight-hour day for
children between fourteen and sixteen years of age . Children of the
immediate family of the legal owner of at least forty per cent of the
crop are exempt from the child-labor provisions . Authority is given to
the Secretary of Agriculture to fix minimum- wage rates for all employees

30. United States Statutes, 1937, vol . 50, P• 903 .
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working in the production of sugar beets or sugar cane .
As in the Jones- Costigan Act, there are no provisions f or prosecutions in the case of illegal c hild labor being employed.

The pro-

grams fonnulated provided fo r disqualification with respect to all or
part of such payments . Under the programs carried out prior to 1940,
this disqualification related to entire paYJnents, but 1940 and subsequent payments were made sub ject to a deduction of ten dollars f or
each child for each day, or a portion of a day during whi ch such child
was employed or per mitted to work co nt rary to the provisions of the
act . No records regarding the number of producers who were denied payment under the act are available before 1940. The records since 1940
show that no deductions have been made for the emploYJilent of child
labor . 31
The Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938
The child- labor provisi ons of the Fair L~.bor Standards Act
prohibit the shipment in interstat e commerce or to any foreign country
of goods pro duced in t he United States in which oppressive child labor
has been employed within thirty days prior to the removal of the goods.3 2
Oppressive child labor is defined as the employment of minor s under
sixteen years of age in any occupation covered by the act and the
employment of minors between sixteen and eighteen years of age in
occupati ons declared hazardous by the United States Children 1 s Bureau.

31. Oviatt, loc. cit .
32 . United States Statutes , 1937, vol . 50 , P• 903 .
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The act applies to those producers , manufacturers , and dealer s who ship or deliver goods f or shipment in interstate or foreign commerce .
Childr en betweenfourteen and sixteen years of age may work in nonmanufacturing and non-mining occupations under regulations is sued by
the Children I s Bureau. This employment must not interfere with their
schooling, health or well- being . Children employed in agriculture and
various other oc cupations are exempt from the act when not le gally requir ed to attend school. Children working for their parents in any
occupation other than manufacturing or mining are exempt .
The child- labor violations under the act in Kan sas from 1943
t hrough 1946 are shown in Table XIII . The data f rom the earlier years
are not available by states .
Since the passage of the act there have been three Kansas cases
'
in which violations were of such flagrance
that criminal action was

thougj!Jt justified. In one case the employer was f i ned <1PlOO and was put
on probation for a year; one of the others was dismiss cat the request of the United States attorney; and in the other the jud 6 e refused permission to file the information.3 3 No civil suits were
brought . In the other violating establi shments it was the first inspection and a warning was sent to the employer but no legal action was
taken.

33. Elizabeth Johnson, personal letter, Director of Child Labor
Branch, Wage and Hour and Public Contracts Division, U. S. Department
of Labor , September 5, 1947.
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'rABLE XIII .

CHILD- LABOR VIOLATIONS UNDER THE FAIR LABOR STANDA.B.DS
ACT OF 1938 IN KANSAS , 1943- 1946a

Fiscal Year

Number of Violating
Establishments

1943
1944
1945
1946

35
64
60
44

Number of Ivlinors
of Oppressive Age
56
119
160
90

a . Beatrice McConnell, personal letter, Assistant Director of the
Child Labor and Youth Employment Branch, u. s . Department of
Labor, Mey 12 , 1947 .
In 1941, in the case of United States ! • Darby, the Court held
t he act well within the field of Congressional control under the commerce
claus e, an:i specifically overruled the case of Hammer!• Dagenhart which
had declared the first federal child-labor law unconstitutionai .

34

Summary
Congress has seen the need for the regulation of child labor .
The earlier attempts of fe deral child- labor legislation were thwarted
by the decisions of the United States Supreme Court and as a result of
these adverse decisions Congres s has proposed the child-labor amendment .
Eight additional ratifications are required to make the amendment a
part of the Constitution. The most recent federal legislation affecti ng child labor is t he Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938. The United

34. United States Report s , vol . 312, p . 100.
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States Supreme Court has upheld the act, however it pertains only to children enployed in specified occupations producing goods for interstate and foreign co'Tl!l1erce . The child-labor amendment must be ratified
by three-fourths of the states before Congress can protect children
employed in producing goods for intrastate commerce . In Kansas the
violations under the various fe deral child-labor acts have varied with
t he particular act; few establishments have been inspected under any
of the acts .
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CHAPTER

V

CHILD- LABOR CONDITIONS IN KANSAS
Child-labor conditions in the state are difficult to assess
as only one state-wide survey of these conditions has been made. However various local surveys have been made from time to time and the
data gathered do indicate the conditions under which child employment
has persisted. In addition to the surveys there are the findings of
the state factory inspectors. 1'he inspectors are required by law to
check the work permit s of the children and to issue orders requiring
illegally employed children to secure valid certificates . Furthermore ,
there are the viewpoints of various individuals that portray the
conditions under which children have worked at various times, and
finally the prosecutions and convictions under the child-labor laws.
Early Conditions
Boys were employed in coal mines as early as 1886. Their wages
ranged from two dollars to seven dollars fifty cents per week with a
large number of the boys receiving six dollars . The boys worked from
forty-eight to sixty hours per week, the majority working sixty hours
per week . 1
Table XIV shows the kinds of labor engaged in by children, their
wages and hours of work as found in the manufacturing industries in the
state in 1887 .

1 . Kansas Bureau of Labor, Second Annual Reoort, 1886 , PP• 113-114.
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TABLE XIV .

KINDS OF LABOR ENGAGED IN BY CHILDREN, THEIR
WAGES AND HOURS OF WORK, 1887a

Industry
Canning, fruits and vegatables
Harness shops
Foundry an:i machinery
Woolen-ho siery factory
Brickyard
Crusher
Hosiery factory
Printing shops
Zinc factory
Be er factory
Canned- fruit factory
Cigar factory
Washing- machine factory
Bridge works
Cooperage
Packing house
Pres erving works

Daily Wages
$0 . 50

Hours

. 40
. 75

10
10
10
10
10

. 25
. 66

10
10

. 65

1.25
1.25

• 60

.75

• 50

. 65
. 25
. 75

.33

. 75

. 50

9

10- 12
10

10

10

10
10
10

10
10

a . Ka.nsas Bureau of Labor, Third Annual Report , 1887 , pp . 212-237The injustice done to children employed in 1887 is portrayed in
Table XIV . The injustice is more clearly seen when children's wages
are compared with those of adults . The wages of men in the same type
of work at this time ranged from one dollar to two dollars twentyfive cents, the average being about one dollar seventy-five cents for
the same number of hours . Few women were employed, however their
wages were higher than those paid to children. 2
In 1889 the labor department was concerned with the rapidly

2. Ibid. , Fourth Annual Report, 1888, PP • 26-27.
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growing foreign population. Many of the parents had to work as childr~n
in the old country and they were accepting this same destiny for their
children. The department pointed out that a visit to some of the factories
and coal mines would verify this co ndition . The labor department urged
that child- labor laws be provided to prevent unfortunate developments
in the future . 3
The following y ear, 1890, t he commissioner of labor statistics,
at the request of the federal labor commissioner, made an investigation
of child-labor conditions in the state . 4 This investigation is the only
comprehensive state-wide survey found by the writer . The survey concerns
only the employment of children in industry. The commissioner reported
that conditions of labor in mines ,

workshops, and factori es were not

satisfactory . Many of the children began early in the morning and others
worked part or all of the night as shown in Table X:J .
The injustice done to the children is reflected in the hours
they were required to work. The t ypical work...ng day was ten hour s beginning at seven o I clock in the morning and ending at six o I clock in
t he evening i.-d th an hour off for lunch . 'I'he average wage was about
five dollars fifty cents per week ranging from two dollars three cents
to four dollars two cents .

he yearly wage ranged from $90. 85 to ~189 .52,

the average being nearly $150. 00 . The number of weeks worked per year

3. Ibid., Third nnual Report, 1887 ,

PP•

212-237 .

4. Ibid . , Sixth Annual Report, 1890 , pp. 8-66 .
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TABLE XV •

HOURS WORKED BY Cri ilDREN IN 1$90 IN KANSASa

Commenced

ork

A. M.

Number

uit Work
P . M.

1
1
5
10
6
99
13
1
20

4:30
5:00
5:30
6:00
6 : 30
7:00
7:30
7:45
8:00
9:00
10:00
P. M.
4 : 00
4:30
5:30

4 : 00
5:00
5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
9:00

11

11:00
A. M.
4, 00
7: 00
7:30

1

3

6

1
Total

Number

12
27
30
52
2
11

13

24

2
1
1
2
1

178

178

a . Kansas Bureau of Labor , Sixth Annual Report, 1890, p. 61.
r anged from thirty to fifty-two, t he average being f orty-three .

5

Far

more boys were employed than girls , although in some types of employment gi rls were used as well as boys .

6

The commissioner reported t hat conditions of child labo r while
not alarming were becoming worse. He stated,
• . . a visit to our coal mines, ar:d to our large manufacturing establishments, reveals t he fact that as a
whole the volume of child labor is increasing, and
the time is approa ching when legislative interference
will become necess ary to regulate and protect it . 7

5. Ibid . , P • 60.
6. Ibid. , p . 37 .
7. Ibid . , p . 8 .
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The following year , 1S91, th
f or child- labor legislation

commissioner emphasized the n ed

y r eferring to the conditions foun

in

the st ate-wide survey the :previous year . 8
Conditions in Later Years
Manufacturing has increased rapidly in Ka nsa s since the beginni
of the t wentieth century . Thus the opportunity for the employm nt of
children has i ncreased. The reports of the factory inspectors reveal
va rious child-labor corrlitions . The annual reports of the K.:.: msas Labor
Department for several year s show the results of insp ections . The
i nspections reveal the followlng : the total number of wage earners ,
the number of children having defective certificates. Those not having
c ertif icat es and th ose having defective certificates were required to
secure valid permits . The labor department has carried out a policy
of educati on and diplomacy in t h e matt er o f enforc e:1.ent , however
flagrant violations resulted in prosecution ana conviction.
Table X!JI shows t h e results of i ns pections arrl th e percent age
of c hildren employed in manufacturing and mercantile establishments as
portrayed in the annual reports . The labor dep artment has b een inconsistent in publishing the reports of inspections conc erning the
employment of child r en. The first inspec~ion of any si gnific ance was
in the 1897 report . At t his time children were not protected by
industrial laws and regulations and the reports show that children
under fourteen years of age were employed during the period 1897

8 . Ibid . , Seventh Annual Report , 1891, P·

7.

7
TABLE XVI.

NUMBER OF I NSPEC'rIONS , .£'OT

1. E •
, RS,
AGE F CH IlDREN UNDER
16 YEARS F AGE EMPL iYED IN KANSAS I USTH.IAL
AND NERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS INS EC'l'ED 1 97AND NUMBER A1 ID PERCE

,

Total
Number of
Number of
Inspections Wage
Children
Ear ne rs Employed
Under 14

Year

1897
1898
1899
1900
1901a
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907d
1908e
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917:r
18
1919
1920

Number of Number
Children Ordered
Employed to proBet ween
cure
14 and 16 c ertif ic at es

103
84
172
224

12346
13144
10711
21129

115
5c
19c

(b)
(b)
112
691

218

18873

23C

775

205

23814

41c

900

833
687
1742
3225
2162
1449
2080
2139
1427

37719
40303
47256
55224
43074
21322
42104
40658
37405

625
595
507
139
48
67
135
114
71

1979

57484

211

0. 37

1375

59941

45

0. 07

444

74
3
65
28
31

8

17

11

21

1. 66
1. 48
1. 07

0. 25
0. 11
0. 31
0. 32
0 . 28
0 . 19

a . The official reports of the labor department are not consistent in
portraying the results of i nspections. The reports before 1897 and
after 1920 do not discuss the inspections in regard to child labor .
Furthermore, statistics a re not availaole for the years 1901, 1903,
1905 , 1906 , 1916 and 1919 ,
b . Data not available
c . Number of establishments employing children under fourteen .
d. Seven months , July 1, 1907 to February 1, 1908.
e. dine months , ebruary 1, 1908 to Hovember 1 , 1908.
f . Eighteen months , January 1 , 1917 to July 1, 1918,
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through 1904. I n 1905 the v.o rk- permit system was instigated and children
were prot ected by law in specified occupations , including manufacturing
and mercantil e establishments . Therefore there have been no children
legally employed under fourt een years of age after 1905 in the specified
occupations. The stati sti cs for the first several years covered by
Table XVI are incomplete and a comparable percentage of children under
sixt een y ears of age can not be made before 1907. In 1904 there were

205 i nspections made covering 23 , 814 wage earners . Of this number 900
were between fo urt een ani sixteen years of age and 41 establishments
employed chi ldr en under four teen years of age. A high percentage, as
compared with othe r year s , of ch~ld employment is shown for this
parti cul ar y ear.
The figures are compr ehensive enough in so far a s the total
number of workers covered is conc erned, but one can readily see that
t he data gathered by factory inspectors are not satisfactory. However
the available f igures do iniicate to some exte.1t the effectiveness of
the administrat i on of the child- labor law. The inspections are not
consistent a s they have been made at different seasons of the year and
only dur ing the years 1909 through 1915 were there reinspections of
some of the establishments dur ing the year . In 1909 there were 298
reinspections; 1, 426 i n 1910; 780 in 1911; 162 in 1912; 75 in 1913;

288 in 1914; and, 28 i n 1915 . The establishments inspected at different
times have varied co nsiderabl y in the number of children employed. The
above discus sion l eads t o the conclusion that the available data are
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unsatisfactory . The data seem to i ndi cate that the number of child ren
employ ed und er sixteen years of age f rom 1907 thr ough 1920 has declined
consicierably . The cb.ildren i ncl uded are bet ween fourt een arrl sixteen
years of a ge a s children under f ourteen ye ars of age are prohibited in
manufacturing and mercantile establishments . In 1907 the percentage of
children employed among 37, 719 wage ear ners was 1 . 66 . By 1920 the
percentage had fal len t o 0. 07 among 59 , 941 wage earners . 'l'he number of
inspections h as varied consid erably during the years al though the
trend has b een toward more ext ensive coverage of the establishments. The
numb er of childr en or dered to secure certificates has been large in
comparison with the nu:nber of childr en inspected in the establishment s .
These children ha ve b een enployed contrary to state law and prosecution
and c onvi ction has been the r esult in some cases . The reports since 1920
do not give s ati sfactory data concerning children in inspected establishments. The f act ory division inspection does not reveal

he extent or

conditions of child labor in the annual reports . The inspections of the
Women's a~d Children's Division show the number of establishments inspected, number of complaints a djusted, prosecutions and convictions,
and so on in the published reports . Satisfactory data are not forthcoming from the available re~orts .
It is interesting to note some of these inspections more in
detail. In 1900, 224 inspections of suff.cient importance to warrant
tabulation were made in the state. In answer to tr.e question,

11

1-u'e

children employed under 14 years of age?" nineteen em.players relJorted
yes, an 152 reported no.

The total number of cnildren employed
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under t he age of sixteen years was 691 for thirty-nine establishments ·
reporting . One hundred sixty-five establishments reported the average
number of hours required per day was ten. In answer to t he question,
11

Are females under 21 or males under 18 allowed to clean. machinery

while in motion? 11 seven employers reported yes , and 109 reported no . 9
There was a decrease of 8 . 4 per cent in tne number of children
employed in the manufacturing industries from 1900 to 1905. 'rhere was
an increase, however, of 44. 3 per cent in the total wages paid to
children. The number of children under sixteen years of age employed
in industries inspected in 1900 was 796, their wages totaled $120,792.
In 1905 the number employed in inspected establishments was 729, their
·
10
wages totaled $174, 359 .
In 1906 it was estimated that the truancy law, the compulsoryeducation law, and the operation of the child-labor law of 1905 placed 5, 000 children in school that otherwise would not have attended. 11
Furthermore , a recommendation was made by Governor Hoch to the
legislature for a deputy factory inspector an:i the request was grant.
12
ed. On July 1, 1907, C. E~ Bramlette was appointed to this position.
The labor department has continually urged the adoption of
various improvements in the child- labor law. The department felt that

9. Kansas Bureau of Labor, Sixteenth Annual Report , 1900, P· 238.
10. Ibid., Twenty- first Annual Report, 1905 , P · 11.

u.

Ibid., Twenty-s econd Annual Report, 1906, P• 144.

12. Ibid., Twenty- thi"rd

nnual Report, 1907, P• 125 .
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the greatest causes fo r child labor included the desire for cheap labor
and indifference on the part of the parents to the advantages of education. 13

The adminis tration realized that many people did not see large

numbers of children in any one plant . Many people carelessly observed,
11

' There is no child labor in the st ate of Kansas, 1111 4 when in fact

there was considerable child labor. The difficulties encountered in
enforcing the law were greater in 1917 and 1918 as the shortage of
labor during the war became more a cute and children were employed in
war industry.
In 1922 the Women ' s and Children ' s Division made an i nvestigation of child- labor conditions in the Kansas beet fields .

t t hat

time the school laws authorized the school board to sanction temporary
absences to any child between the ages of eight and sixteen in any
extreme case of emergency or domestic necessity . Through this loophole
child labor was used in the beet fields . Inspection showed that by far
the greater number leaving school for t he bet., e, season were those in
the primary grades . Examination of the children showed the evil ef fect
of y early retardation due to these temporary absences from school. The
children were not healthy and their home conditions were poor. In one
home where the father had been arrested for keeping his children out
of school the mother said that she wanted t he children in school. She
commented,

11

' At first there was no money to buy clothes, and now its

13. Ibid., Combined Thirty-third and Thirty- fourth Annual Report,
1917- 1918, p . 11.
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the beet topping . Work in the beet fields is too heavy for little
children. They must get up about 4 o'clock and get out into the fields
by 6 and work until sundown - - just stop for a bite of lunch.

1"

15

The following year, 1923, the labor department noted a decrease
in child-labor employment in occupations prohibited by state law, but
there was an ioorease in irregular forms of child labor, such as street
trading and other forms of peddling . The administration urged the
adoption of a street-trades bill to correct these conditions . 16
The administration in 1924 pointed out t hat the strengthing
of the compulsory attendance law, the eight month's minimum school
term and improved school facilities have apparently resulted in more
children completing the eighth grade. These conditions were reflected
in the child-labor co nditions of the state. 17
The legislature of 1925 abolished t h e Court of I ndustrial Relations and all the powers pertaining to the court were conferred upon
the newly created Public Service Commi ssion. rhe Commission • s

1mual

Reports of 1925, 1926, 1927, and 1928 do not mention t he administ ering
of laws pertaining to children•. In 1929 the Commission of Labor and
Industry superceded the Public Service Commission and t h e Annual Report of that year discusses the problem of child labor. Th e admini stration was concerned with the i mprovement of conditions which wer e not

15. Kansas Court of Industrial Relations, Third Annual Report,
1922, PP • 123-124.
16. Ibid., Fourth Annual Report, 1923, p. 123 .
17. Ibid. , Fifth Annual Report , 1924, p . 100.
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healthful or safe for employees . Compliance with orders was

insisted ·

upon and all complaints were adjusted by letter, however a personal
call was needed in various instances . 18
Recent Conditions
During the depression years few children were employed . The
labor department attributed this to the scarcity of work f or adults
as they were filling the places formerly occupied by children and
also to the g eneral e ducation of the public in regard to exploiting
children.
By 1938, however, the Women 's and Childr en ' s Divi sion noted an
increase in the employment of children under sixteen years of age in
occupations requiring their working late at night ~ These cases included drugstores and groc ery stores, soda fountains , and curb and
del ivery service on bicycles . The salaries of these boys

and girls

ranged from three to five dollars per week . L . most instances the
child r en were from families of moderate means who were able to send
t hem to school . However, the employers desired the public t o believe
that the y were hired merely to secure money to purchase clothes and
books to keep than in school . These cases were investigated as such
firms employing chil dren are required to secure work permits for children under sixteen years of age . 1 9

18 . Kansas Bureau of Labor , Annual Report, 1929, P · 14.
19. Ibid. , Annual Report, 1938, P· 55 -

In recent years the di vision has been concerned with the in- dustrial home V>Ork that is a harassing and serious social problem in
many s tates. The system was inaugurated by employers to evade the
factor-j wage rate and various legal restrictions . Children are used
by the family to increase the output and thereby increase the total
wage . Kansas has not been invaded to any great extent but the di vision
is pressing the need of legislation to prevent the converting of homes
into sweatshops . 20
During the recent w rld co nflict the scarcity of adult labor
created openings for children. The wages paid to these children were
sometimes comparable to wages received by adults . Many children quit
school to work. The pressing need for workers and production caused
some employers to overlook the welfare of the children. 21
In 1943 Mrs . Agnes E. Meyer traveled through the country and
visited the busy war plant cities. She was shocked by the childlabor conditions . She st ated, "From Buffalo t.o Wichita it is the
children who are suffering most from mass migration, easy money, unaccustomed hours of work, and the fact that mama has become a welder
on the graveyard shift . 1122

20 . Ibid., Annual Report, 1942, p . 23 .
21 . Ibid . , Annual Report, July 1, 1942-July 30, 1944, P• 36.
22 . Agnes E. viayer, Journey Through Chaos (Harcourt, Br ac e
and Company, ~ew York, 1944), p . 60 .
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In 1 ichita the principal of a large school took a poll among _
the younger children for -Irs. 11eyer . 23 The _principal found that onethir

::>f the children vnder fourt een y ears of ag e in this intermediate

school containing only the seventh, eighth and ninth grades had
regular jobs . Boys of twelve years of age got up at four-thirty in the
morning to deliver newspapers before going to school . Others set up
pins in bowling alleys until t wo or three o I clock in the morning.
Many of them worked in the grocery stores, t he five and ten cent
stores , in restaurants as waitresses , as bellhops , and messenger
boys . Mrs . Meyer reported th at many of these children did not need to
work. She stated that sheer greed on the part of the parents was responsible for much child labor . She was concerned with the increasing
delinquency rate, parental behavior, and the overworking of children.
Now that peace ha.s returned the number of children receiving
work pe:nnits has d ecreased consi derably. However from g eneral observation of children working today one readily

otes that many children

are employed in the state.
The Women's and Children ' s Division co ntinually carries on an
educational program in regard to child labor through bulletins to
employers over the state . Copies of the child-labor laws are constantly being mailed. to all who are in any way connected with the
administration of child-labor laws. Copies of t hese laws are sent upon
request .

23 . Ibid. , P• 62 .
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TABLE XVII.

Year
1906a
1907
1908
1909
1910
19ll
1912
1913
1914
1915- 16b
1917- 18
1920
1921- 32c
1933- 44d
1945 8
1946

PROSECUTIONS AND COrNICTIONS FOR VIOLATION

OF CHILD- LABOR LAWS IN KANSAS , 1906- 1946.

Prosecutions

Convictions

21
0
1
1
21
0
0
7
3
14

15
0
1
15
15
0
0
6
3
12
6
6
0
0
1
0

0

6
0
0

1
0

a . Domenico Gagliar do , "A History of Kansas Child- Labor Legislation, 11
The Kansas Historical Quarterly, I (August, 1932), 398. (includes
date from 1906 to 1920) .
b . Prosecutions and convi ctions for violations of all labor laws .
c . Dr . Gagliardo states that there were apparently no prosecutions
and convictions from 1920 to 1932, p. 397.
d. 1'1rs . Nelli e Kennedy reported there were no child labor court
cas es from 1933- 44 and 1946. (interview) .
e. Wi chita case .
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Prosecutions and Convictions
Prosecutions and convictions for the violation of child-labor
laws have not been numerous in the state. The labor department has
endeavored to correct the violations without resorting to court
action. However after repeated warnings and in flagrant cases court action is instigated.
Table A'VII shows the results of prosecutions and convictions
since 1906. There were 21 prosecutions and 15 convictions in 1906.
It is noted that in 1909 there were no prosecutions and 15 convictions . Mrs. Kennedy on the Women's and Children 's Division gave the
following possible eA'})lanation:

The fifteen violators probably appear-

ed before the labor commissioner and plead guilty and upon peyment
of the fine were not prosecuted in the courts. The same probable
conclusion is drawn for 1917-18. Since 1920 there has been only one
prosecution and conviction under the child-labor law in the state .
Briefly the case is as follows: On April 20, 1945, the City Court
of Wichita tried A. C. Mikes on two counts of violation of the childlabor laws. The first count was for working minors after six o'clock
in the evening and the second count was for working minors without
a work pennit .

Mr. Mikes plead guilty to both counts and was fined

in accordance with the statute and paid all court coats. 24

24. Kennedy, Personal letter, July 21, 1947.
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Summary
Child-labor conditions in the state are difficult to appraise
because of the lack of surveys. However the available data indicate
t hat employers have always exploited child labor . The conditions at
the present time appear unfavorable. Prosecutions of violators have
been almost nil in recent years . It seems that the ti1ne for the
education of employers is past and t he conditions of child labor should
be improved by resorting to the enforcement of the laws . This enforcement would necessitate a larger enforcing agency and up-to- date childlabor laws .
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The purpose of this thesis was to pres ent the facts regarding
child labor in Kansas and to trace t he development of the childl abor legislation. r he aim of this chapter is to summarize the
si gnificant features of the study and to make a few suggestions which
appear to be important .
CONCLUSIONS

It was seen that the total number of children employed in
Kansas has never been g reat when compared with the total number of
children in the state . The statistics for those children ten to
fifteen years of ag e show t hat between 1880 and 1930 t h e percentage
of children enployed ranged from 11. 1 in 1900 to 1 . 9 in 1930. The
number of children has been increasi ng through the years and t he
number employed has been decreasing si nce 1900. In 1880 there were
138,317 children and 14,447 of these were working ; whereas in 1930
there were 214, 785 children and 4,102 were employed. Of the employed children boys have always outnumbered girls . During the period,
1880 to 1930, there were nine ti ,tes as many boys employed as g:i.rls .
Employment of children under fourteen years of age has become relatively small, and the United States Census Bureau i n 1940 felt that
the burden of enumeration and tabulation was no longer austified for

the small number of workers ten to thirteen years of age .
In the past agriculture has absorbed the g reatest number of
children empl oy ed, how ever the census of 1930 shows that industrial
employment was in the lead . There were approximately three tirnes as
many children employed in agriculture from 1880 to 1930 as in all
other occupations.

In 1930 the statistics show t hat one and one-

sixth ti mes as many children were employed in industrial pursuits
as in agriculture . The recent census, 1940, shows that there were
nearly two times as many childrm employed in industry as in
a griculture, however, t his includes children fourteen to nineteen
y ears of age. The trend is toward fewer children working and the
majority o f those working are engaged in industrial pursuits .
There are few children working while attending school when
compared with the total number attendi ng school. A greater percentage of those not attending school are employed. In 1940, 4 . 3 per
cent of those children attending school were euployed; 40 . 4 per
cent of those not attending school were employed .
It was observed that child- labor le gislation in Kansas had
its beginning before the state was admitted to the Union .

The

various child- labor laws affected for the most part those children
employed in industry. Furthermore, t he legislation has failed to
keep up with modern developments . The related types of legislat ion
affec ting children have been beneficial to some extent in lessening
the number of children working, i mproving their working conditions,
and providin,g greater opportunities for children in securing educational privileges.
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I t was pointed out that attempts have been made to modernize
the laws pertaining t o children . A comprehensive reorganization of the
l aws pertaining to child enployment is needed in the state and it is
hoped that the Juvenile Code Commission of 1947 will suggest legislation
t o r emedy this situation •.
In the analysis of the work-permit system it was learned that the
existing law is beneficial in regulating child labor in specified occupations. The work-permit system should be extended to include all children
regardless of the type of employment . The existing permit system is
suffi cient protection for the employer of children as to their age, however during inspections children are still found who have defective or
no c ertificates . ·rhe administration of the law should be aimed at the
strict compliance of the laws on the statute books . The certificate
system has been beneficial to employers i n complying with the various
fe deral regulations .
It was pointed out that the child-labor records of the state are
incomplete . When comparing the reports sent to the United States Children's
Bureau and the various reports of the two bureaus, inconsistencies appear .
However analysis of the records reveal valuable i nformation. The trend of
child employm ent in industry according to t he regular iv0rk permit records
from 1918 to 1946 has been toward a decrease in the number employed,
however there have been short periods of increases . Child employment
decreased in industry during the depression years; increased during the
recent world conflict; and the trend is downward at the present time.
This may be seen from the following statistics:

No permits were
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issued in 1935, l,14l were issued in 1944, and in 1946 there were 4l7
permits issued. Mercantile establishments employed more children during
the period surveyed than either the manufacturing establisrrnents or
messenger occupation. The majority of children fourteen arrl fifteen
y ears of age have completed grades nine, ten, or eleven during the
period surveyed, 1941-1946 . Birth certificates were procured by the
majority of these children as evidence of their age . The number of
school- vacation perm.its issued reached a peak during the war years
however the trend is downward at the present time . No school- vacation
permits were issued in the state in 1940 whereas 232 were issued in
1945 and 54 the following year .
It was noted that age certificates are protection for the employers who produce goods for interstate commerce . Many children received these age certificates duri ng the war years as employers insisted on this procedure . However the number of certificates issued has
decreased considerably since the war ended w] ich is an indication that
fewer children are e:npl oyed who are sixteen years of age and over in
o~cupations covered by the laws regulating child labor in interstate
commerce. This is shown :by the fact that 10,131 age certificates
were issued in 1944 and only 1, 148 in 1946. As in the fourteen and
fifteen year a ge group , the majority receiving age certificates used
their birth certificates as evidence of age .
It was noted that in 1887 child labor was cheap labor . The same
is probably true today, that is, most children receive less money on
the same job than that received by adults . Employers continue to
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exploit children regardless of the pleading of authorities that children
be kept in school. The statistics show that moderate numbers of children
in the st ate are working instead of furthering their education.
It will be recalled that nurnerous attempts have been ma e by
Congress to re gulate child labor . The early attempts were frustrated
by the adverse decisions of the United States Supreme Court, and in view
of these decisions Congress proposed the child-labor runendment. Kansa s
was the twenty-ei ghth state to ratify the amendment, but ratification
by eight additi anal states is required to make the amendment a part of
the Constitution.

'r he amendment must secure the necessary three-fourths

ratification by the states if Congress is to regulate child labor in
intrastate commerce .
In recent years the Court has reversed its stand on federal
child- labor legislation regulating interstate commerce . The court
has overruled the decision that the first federal child-labor law of

1916 was unconstitutional . The Fair Labor St ndards Act of 1938 is the recent federal law regulating child labor and it has been upheld by the
Court .
The admi1ustration of the various federal child-labor laws in
Kansas has been lax. Very few establishments were inspected under any
of the acts and prosecutions and convictions have been few in number .
The federal child-labor legislation has affected only a small percentage of employed children in the state ; even these attempts at regulation
have not been effectively administered or enforced. In view of' the past
it seems that the next logical step forward is the adoption of the
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Child- labor conditions have been

satisfactory and are still-

unsatisfactory as shown by the survey of ;•;.rs.

1eyer in Wichita in 1943 .

Fr om general observations of children working today one readily notes
t hat many children are le 6 ally and illegally employed in the state .
The e duc ational program of the labor department is a desirable departmental program, however from the limited number of prosecutions and
convictions in the state and the a~Jparent number of illegally employed c hildren as portrayed by tre reports and findings of individuals,
it is properly concluded that tne time i'or education is past and the
conditions of child labor should be i nproved by resorting to the
strict enforcement of the laws . This enforcement would necessitate
a larger appropriation to the Children's Division , a sufficient number
of ins pectors to inspe ct and reinspect all establishments employing
children under the law, and the 6oal set by the Division should be
to improve the ro nditions by resorting to enforcement in the courts .
Not only should the existing laws be strict,ly enforced, but tne laws
regarding 1.,he employment of children should be extended to i nclude all
types of employment .
A comparison of the d1 ild-labor problem in hansas ·w ith the
situation in Connecticut and i~e raska reveals that the ~ercentage
of children anployed in this state is less, however further study
is needed to portray a strict comparison .
'rhe census compilations , the labor department records and
the various surveys are not conclusive evidence concerning the
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number of children legally and illegally employed in the state . The
above fo rms of information are valuable , however a survey of the number
of childr en legally and i llegally employed in the state is a basis for
further study .
The mo st important conclusion of the present study is that the
exi sting laws protecting employed children are inadequate . Those
i nter ested in the welfare of tne children in the state are hopeful
t hat t he Juvenile Code Commission of 1947 will recommend changes to
modernize the existing laws . Furt,hermore there is the f)ossibil.ity
t hat t,1e child-labor amendment will oecome a part of the Constitution
and then Congre s s can legislate on child labor within the st~tes .
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Numerous organizations have drawn up minimum standards for the
employment of children. The following minimum standards have been
s anctioned at various times by the United States Children 's Bureau. The
writ er states those minimum standards deemed desirable and attempts to
point out the weak points in the existing Kansas child-labor law as
a comparison .
Minimum Standards

Kansas Law
"nimum

16- year minimum for all employment during school hours;
16- year minimum in all occupations,
except - 14-year minimum in nonf actory
employrrent outside school hours .

16-year minimum in any
occupation duri11s school
hours unless completed
elementary school;
14-year minimum for specified
occupations;
No age limit for the other
occupations .

Hazardous Employmem:,s
18- year minimum for employment
in hazardous or injurious
occupations ;
State administrative agency
to determine occupations
hazardous for minors under 18 .

16- year minimum for mines or
quarries, or in any occupation
dangerous to life, limb, health,
or moral~;
Under the minimum-wage law the
State Labor Commissioner has
power to determine conditions of
labor for minors under 18 and all
females .
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Minimum Standards

Kansas Law
Educational Minimum

7 to 16 years ; Required to

7 to 16 years: Required to

attend s chool f or at least
nine months pe r year

attend school during period
school is in session in
district;
Conflicti ng provisions:
Exceptions
14 to 16 years: Completion
of eighth grade;
Those physically and mentally
incapacitated are exempted.

Exc eptions
None; special educational
facilities for children
physically and mentally
incapacitated .

Physic al Mini.mum
Physical examination upon
empl oyment;
Annual physical examination
of all employ ed children .

No provision.
No provision.

Hours of Employment
8- hour day fo r minors under
18 in any occupation;
40-hour week for minors under
18 in any occupation;
Provision for lunch period,
one hour required;
Prohibition of night work
between 6 p . m. and 7 a . m.
in all occupations .

Minim wage standards set on
cost of living .

8- hour day f or minors under
16 in specified occupations;
48-hour week for minors under
16 in specified occupations;
Lunch period provided in the
Industrial Welfare rders for
specified occupations;
Night work prohibited between
6 p.m. and 7 a . m. under 16
in specified occupations .

Industrial welfare Commission
authori zed to state minimum
wages .
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Minimum Standards

Kans as Law
Placement a nd Supervision

Central state agency to
deal with all c hild
employment problems .

No provision.

Administration- Employment Certificates
Employment certificates
is sued to all minors
under 18 ;
Proof of age-documentary;
Certifi cate of physical f itness;
Offer of employment;
Evidence that chil d completed
eighth grade;

Certif icates under state
supervision;
Report made of certificates
issued to st ate agency;
Certificates retur ned on
terminat ion of employment
to issuing officer and t hen
to inspection department;
Abolition of industrial home VvOr k ,

Certificates issued to minors
between 14 and 16 and age
certific ates to minors 16 and
over, but only for specified
occupations ;
Same;
No provision;
Same;
Evidence that cnild completed
eighth grade, school- vacation
permits to those outside s chool
hours who have not completed the
eighth grade;
Same;

Duplicates sent to inspection
Department;
Same ;

No provision .

Compulsory School Attendance
Compulsory until 16 years of age;

Compulsory until 16 years of age
unless finished elementary schooJ_;

Full-time attendance officers;
State supervision of enforcement .

Few full-time officers in the state;
Supervision local,
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APPENDIX A

KAllJSAS SUPREME COURT CASES RELA'rING TO CHIID LABOR
Wheeler!• St . Joseph and lestern Rld. Co .

31K. 640 (1884

Father may, by emancipation, relinquish right to earnings of
son. Such earnings belong to child absolutely.
Sanborn!• Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad Co .

35K. 292 (1886)

Persons seventeen years of age are presumed to have sufficient
capacity to be sensible of danger .
Missouri Pacific Railway Co . ! · Peregoy ,
Patterson!· Cole, 67K. 441 (1903)

36K. 424 (1887)

Master is liable for failure to give warning to known danger to
youthful employee .

68K. 732 (1904)

Mining Company y . Grant .

l'fri.nor ma;y make valid contract for personal services . Payment to
minor for personal services is full satisfaction; parents and guardian
cannot recover .
Lupher ! · Railway Co .

81p; 585 (1910)

¥.Li.nor employed by misrepresenting age has right to same care as
other employees .
Poneh ! • Railroad Company.

8JK. 226 (1910)

Master is not liable for failure to warn minor servant of very
rare danger .
Casteel!• Brick Co .

83K. 533 (1910)

:Einployment in violation of the Child-Labor Law is considered
a proximate cause of injury.
Smith!• Bottle Co .

84K . 551 (1911)

'
Consent of a parent to the employment
of a son of thirteen
years is no bar to recovery for his negligent death.
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Gi bson y_. Packing Box Co.
Howell v . Cement Co .
Henry y_-; Railway Co .

85K. 346 (1911)
86K. 450 (1912)
98K. 567 (1916)

Father of inj ured minor cannot recover under Factory Act .

86K. 450 (1912)

Howell y_. Cement Co .

Parent may recover for loss of services of son before maj ority
under t he Factory Act .
Olson y_. Mercantile Co .

91K. 563 (1914)

Boy of fifteen wi.th the knowledge team had run away does not
n ecessarily assume risk of unsafe team.
Rank y_. Packing Box Co .

92K. 917 (1914)

Youthful servant without knowledge does not assume risk until
he is instructed as to dangers under the Factory Act .
Taylor y_. Sulzberger and Sons Co .

98K . 169 (1916)

Minor eighteen years old living separate from mother and earning
own wage not within meaning of the Workmen I s Coc.1pensati on Act in
mother ' s family .
Henry y_. Railway Co .

98K. 567 (1916 )

Father of inj ured minor may recover under Mining
Minturn y_. Manuf acturing Co .

ct .

102K. 885 (1918)

Compensation for i nj ury to minor not b arred where no claim filed
if no guardian a ppointed under the Workmen ' s Compensation Act .
Brown y_. Railway Co .

104K. 505 (1919)

Boy employ ed by foreman to remove driftwood held to establish
relations of master and servant.
Minor employed by fo reman without noti ce of rule of the company
against the employment of minors entitled to protection of other
servants .
In~ Erickson.

104K. 521 (1919)

A child is not liable for support of his indigent parent .
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Foley y. Crawford .

125K. 252 (1928)

A youthful servant does not assume r isk which he does not
appreciate.
Wheeler!• Boyer.

136K. 648 (1933)

Employer had no duty to warn experienced boy ei ghteen years
old of dang er i n pouring gasol ine and kerosene on smouldering
torch .
McClure Motor Co.,!• Irwin.

137K. 528 (1933)

Minor ' s engagi ng in busines s as adult no bar to disaffirmance of cont r act where other party in f act knows of
minority .
Lee !• Kan s as City Public Service Co .

137K . 759 (1933)

Thirteen year old boy working for driver of mil k wagon with
knowl edge and c ons ent of mi lk company was an i nvitee .
Suttle!• Marbl e Pro duce Co .

140K. 13

(1934)

Only mi nors of such tender years a s to be as matt er of law
incomp etent ar e exempt from making writt en claim under t he
Workmen's Compensat io n Act .
Kronvall !• Gar vey.

148K . 802 (1938)

Child-labor act p rohibits employment of chi ld under sixteen at

any place in any occupation dangerous t o lif e, l imb , health or

morals. The fact l abor is being pe rformed on a farm does not take
it from under operation of Child- Labo r Act.
Mos s y. Branson.

151K 386 (1940)

Under facts contract neces sary to support claim f or daught er ' s
service to parent not sustai ned by evid ence.
Williams !· Cities Service Gas Co .. 151K. 497 (1940)
G. S. 1935, 44-509 does not exempt minor s , but only t he mentall y
i ncompetent f rom f iling a claim f or compensation within the regular
time spec~fied in t he Workmen's Compensatio~ ct.
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Spurgin~· Spurgin.

152K. 212 (1940)

In a claim for wo rkman's compensation by a mother on account
of the accidental death of a minor son, the record is examined,
and it is held that where dec eased made regular contribution to
his mother and lived at home with the rest of the family and the
cost of his board and room equalled the amount of his contributions
to his mother, his mother was not dependent on him so as to
entitle her to compensation.
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APPENDIX B

U.S. Department of Labor
Division of Labor Standards
Child Labor and Youth Employment Branc.h

September 1, 1947

MI NIMUM AGE FOR 1 ORK IN MANUFACTURING ESTABLI SHMENTS UNDER CHILD- LABOR LAWS

16 years
Alabama
Connecticut
Florid8]_
Georgia
Massachusetts
15 years
Maine

· · · · · · · · · · • • • • • · . • . . . . . 15 States and
Puerto Ri co
Montana
Puerto Rico
New Jerspr
Rhode Island
New York
South Carolina
North Carolina Utah
Pennsylvania
West Vir ginia
Tex.as

14 years •
Arizona3
Arkansas 1
California (15 during
s chool hours except
14 i f 8th grade completed and work
nece~sary for support ) 3
Colorado
Delaware 3 6
Distr~ct of Columbia
Idaho
Illinois (16 during school
hours, 14 outside school
hours except in 11 dangerous
or hazardous factory work 11
where th e minimum age will
be 16)
Indi!11a
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky4
Maryl and

. . . . . . . . . .. . .

.....

2 states

.. .

.
.
30 Stat es and
Mi chigan
District of
Minnesota
Columbia
Missi ssip~i 5
Missouri
3
Nebraska
Nevada 4
New Hamps1:1t_re
New Mexico
North Dakota
Ohio (16 duri ng school hours 2 )
Oklaho~.a
Oregon
South Dakota 6
Tenness e5
Vermont
Virginia 5 b
Washington
isconsin (16 during school hours
except those completi ng highest
·grade available)

5

14 years (16 when legally required ' to attend school ) ••• •
Hawaii 1

Hawaii

No Minimum ag e for boys, 16 years for girls • • • • • • •

Alaska
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No Minimum age • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • . . • • • • 1 St ate
Wyoming (but chi ldren r equir ed t o at tend school may not be
employed during school hours. )
Total . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .

48 States,
Alaska ,
Di s t r i ct of
Columbi a ,
Hawaii, and
Puerto Ri co .

1. Work f or par ent exempt ed : Arkansa s (in vacat ion) ; Georgia; Iowa;
Missouri; i n Hawaii any child under 12 years may be empl oyed wh en not
legally r equi red to attend school .
2. Hi gh school gr aduates ex empted f rom t he 16- year minimum age : New
York; Ohio. See als o Wi sconsi n.
3. Lower minimum age permi t t ed for wor k out si de school hours or i n
vacatio ns; Ari zona (boys only) ; California; Colo r ado ; Delawar e (boys
only ); I daho ; Mis souri ( c ertain small establishments ) ; Oregon.
4. No minimum age ei ther for work outsi de school hours or i n vacations ;
Kentucky; .Nevada ; New Mexico.
5. Lower minimum age or no minimum age i n canne rie s: Mi ssis si ppi;
Tennessee ( outside s chool hours a.nd during vacation ) ; Vermont ( 2
months a y ear ) ; Vi r ginia (if public s chools ar e not i n s ession) .
6. Poverty exemption : Delaware; South Dakota ; Washi ngton .
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U. S. Department of Labo r
Divisi on of Labo r Standards
Child Labor and Yout h Employment Branch
TifilM AGE FOR E1PL ~NT I

State

September 1, 1947

GRICULTURE UNDER ST TE C ILD-

During School Hours

B R LA

Outside School Hours and
During School Vacations

Agricultur e
covered1 . . · · · · • • • • · • • • · , • . . . . . . . . . . 10 States,
District of
Columbia, Hawa
a 1d Puerto Ri c
Californi a

15 (14 if rh gr ade

Connecticut
Distri ct of
Columbia
Florida
Hawaii

14

completed)

. . · ·
14 2 .
14
....
16 (When requir ed t o attend
s chool . 14 when not r equi r ed
t o attend school) 2 • • • • •

14 on school days , l

vacation and on ~eekly
s chool holidays .
14 school holida;ys . 2

14

in

2

No mi nimum age

142

Massachuset ts 14 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
No minimum age
New J ersey
16 (14 duri ng the war period
under certain conditions ) . •
New York
16 (14 unt i l J uly 1, 1947
under certain condit ions ) •• 14 (12 f or par ent)
North Carolina 16 (Except under 11 dir ection
or authori ty 11 of parent • • • 14 (Except under "direction
or authority" of parent )
No minimum age
16 • • . • . . • . . . • . .
Ohio
Pennsylvania 15 (14 under certain
No minimum age
condi t ions ) • • • • • • • •
16 .
. . . . .
Puer t o Ri co
142
16 . . . . . • • . .
Utah
14
Gener al minimum age standard mi ght be int er pr et ed t o cover
agriculture • • • • • • • • • • : • • • •
• · · • • • • 17 States
Alabama
Ari zona

16.
14 • . • .

No minimum age .
No minimum age.
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State

During School Hours

Arkans as
Idaho
Indiana
Kans a s
Kentucky
Maine
Minnesota
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Mexico
North Dakota
Oregon
Tennes see .
Vermont

14 .
14.
14 .
.
14 . . . . . .
14 .

....
...

15 .

14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14

... .

..
..
.
.
.
. . . . . . . . .
.
.
.

Outside School Hours and
During School Vacatio~s

142
No minimum
No minimum
No minimum
No minimum
No minimum
No minimum
No minimum
No minimum
No minimum
No minimum
No minimum
No minimum
No minimum
No minimum

age.
ag e.
age .
a ge.
age.
age.
age.
age.
age .
a ge.
age .
age .
age.
age .

No minimum age in a gricult ure either during or outside s chool
hours • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . • • . • • . • • • . • • 21 St at es
and Alaska
Alaska
Colorado
Delaware
Georgia
Illinois
Iowa

Louisiana
Oklahoma
Maryland
Rhode I sland
Mi chigan
South Carolina
Mi ssissippi
South Dakota
Mis souri
Texas
New Hampshire Virginia

Washington
West Virginia
i sconsin3
Wyoming

1. Coverage i ndi cated by express language i n law ( California,
Massachusetts, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Utah, Puerto Ri ce) or is
implied from the fact that certain limited agri cult ural employment
is specific ally exempted or a lower minimum age is set f or such
agricultural work (Di strict of Columbia, Florida, New York, North
Carolina), or is shown by the histo ry of the act (Hawaii , Ohio) .
2. Parental exemption: The minimwn age standard shown does not apply
in California to farm work for or under control of parent and i n or
in connection with premises owne d, operat ed or controlled by him; in
Distric t of Columbia, Florida, New York, and Utah to farm work is
connect ion with own home and dire ctly for parent ; in Arkansas II during
school vacationn t o occupations owned or controlled by par ent , and in
Hawaii to work "other than i n a hazardous occupation i f perfo rmed
directly for parent or guardi an when child is legally required to
attend school. 11
3. Child under 14 may not be employ ed or permitted to work in t he
culture or harvesting of sugar beets during s chool hours unless he has
completed 8th grade and no child under 14 may be empl oyed or permitted
to work f or more than 8 hours a day or 48 hours in any one week or
between 7 p .m. and 7 a . m. ( Or der issued in 1926 by the Industrial
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Commission under its power to make regulations r elati ve t o employment
of child ren under 16 in culture of sugar beets and cranberries,cherry
orchards, market gar dening, and gar dening conducted or controlled by
canning companies.)

j
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APPENDIX D
U. s.. Depar tment of Labor
Divis ion of Labor Standards
Child Labor and Youth Empl oyment Branch

September 1 , 1947

MI NI MUM AGE FOR EMPLOYJ'IIEN'r DURING SCHOOL HOURS UNDER STATE CHILD- LABOR LAWS

16-year mini.mum agS" during school hours in any gainful occupation or in
any gainful occupation except agriculture an:i domestic service • •
14 States
and Puerto
Rico
4. St at es
Any gainful occupation • • • • • 1 • • • • • . . • • • •
1
and uerto
New York
Ohio
Utah
Puerto Rico
New Jer s ey
Rico
Any gainful occupation except agriculture and domesti c
10 States
service • • • • •
W
isconsin (only
Rhode
I
sland
Alabama2
agriculture
South Carolina
Geor gia
exempted)
Illinois (only agriLouisiana
culture exe.11pted)
North Carolina
West Vir ginia
Pennsylvania

. ..... .... ..

16- year minimum age during school hours in specified establishments
or i ndustries3 • ..,_,__. . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . 4 States
Massachus etts ( except 14 when
Connecti cut
Florida
superintendent of school deter mines for child's welfare )
Montana
16- year mi.n imum age when le gally requir ed to attend school , 14 when
not l egal ly required to attend school . • • • • •
• Hawaii
Any gainful oc cupation except domestic service . • • • • • •
Hawaii
1 5- year minimum ag e during sc hool hours •.
Any gainful oc cupation • • • • • • • . •
• • • •
Califor nia4
Maine
Sp ecified establishments only • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Texas
14-y ear minimum age duri ~

Any gainful occupation.

. Ar kans as

Kansas

school hour s.

Nev:ada

. ... .. ... .

.. ...... . ..
Vermont

3 St ates
2 States
1 St ate

26 St ates and
Di strict of
Columbi a
14 Stat es and
Dis trict of
Columbia.
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District of Columbia
Idaho
Indiana

Kentucky
M:l. chigan
Minnesota
Nebraska

ew Mexico
North .Dakota
Oregon
Tennessee

.. .. . . ...

.

• 4 St ates

Specif ied establishments only • • •
Arizona
Maryland
ew Hampshre
Iowa
Mississippi
Oklahoma

• • • • • • 8 Stat es
South Dakota 6
Wa shington?

Any gainful occupation except agriculture am domestic

service • • . • • • •
Colorado (only
Agriculture exempted )
Delaware5

Missouri
Virginia ( Only agriculture
exempted)

No minimum ag e for boys, 16- y ear minimum fo r girls • • • • Alaska
Al aska

Any mercantile or i ndustrial business • • • . • • • • • •

No minimum age • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Wyoming (but children r equired to at t end s chool ar e prohibited f rom employment durir:g school hours ) .
Total .

.. . .. . ... . ... ..

.

1 St at e

48 Stat es
Alaska
District of Columbi a,
Hawaii , and
Puerto Ri co

1. High-school gr aduat e s exempt ed. (See al so footnote 2 f or other highs chool gr aduates exempted. )
2. High-school graduates and cni l dren employed by parents exempted in
addition to thos e employed in a gricult ure and domestic service.
3. The 16-year minimum does not apply to 'v.Qrk in agricult ure or
domestic service or in a limited number of ot her occupati ons .
4. 14-year minimum if 8th grade completed and work necessary f or support •.
5. Except on special permit when necessary f or support .
6. Except when necessary fo r support .
7. 12-year minimum when necessary f or support .

Industrial Welfare Orders
Governing the Employment
of

.RTMENT

PLOYMENT

WOMEN A ND MINORS

Date...........................................................19 ..
----. -- -- ..-- . -·- .. -. -. ·- -. -. ----.. -· . . ·- - -. ----- ---- -. -- .. -. ----. --- - -........ - -- - -- ... ·- ------ (Addres of minor)

STATE OF KANSAS

(Industry)

ning............................ A. M. and ending............................F
(B usiness a dd ress)

diately upon receipt of a Work P ermit or Age Certifica,
to 38-612, inc.)

LABOR DEPARTMENT
800 Kans as Ave., Topeka

P. G. BAIRD, Commissioner

(Signature of employer or authorized agent)

'illed in by the employer and returned to t he issuing office!" .)

1- 45-2011!

1. Laundry

2. Manufacturing·

3. Mercantile
4. Public Housekeeping

5. Telephone

MINORS 14 AND 15 YEARS OF AGE

WOMEN 'S A N D CHILDREN'S DIVISION
N ELLIE KENNEDY,

Director-Inspector

FIRST Regular Certificates

ALL Vacation and OutsideSchool-Hours Certificates

[Item 1 must agree with
Item A- 1, column (1)]

[Item 1 must agree with
Item A- 3, column (1) ]

(1 )

(2)

ization
d. Physician's certificate of age accompanied byooth school record of age,

if obtainable, and parent's affidavit of age

e. Other evidence of age (specify)

f. Evidence of age not specified

16-13334

JonN Moaru soN, Commissione-r
NELL IE K ENNE DY, D irector
\VOMEN'S AN D CHILDREN ' S DIVIS ION

T OPEKA

LABOR DEPARTMENT

OFFER OF EMPLOYMENT

D at e............................................................19.. .

The undersigned intends to employ:
( Name of minor )

(Address of m inor)

in the capacity of......................................................................................................
'--

{Specific occupation )

............................................................................ .
(Ind ustry)

for ........................days per week ; ........................hours per day beginning............................A. M . and ending............................P .
(Name of employer)

(B usiness address)

The undersigned intends to employ the above-named minor immediately upon receipt of a Work P ermit or Age Cert ificat1
sued in compliance with t he laws of Kansas. (G. S. 19.35, 38-601 to 38-612, inc.)

(Signature of employer or authorized agent)

(Before a Work P ermit or Age Cert ificate can be issued this fo rm must be filled in by t he employer and ret urned to the issuing offi.cet·.)
20·6982·s

6·45-2011'1

b. Grade 7

.c. Grade 8
d. Gra de 9, 10, or 11
e. Grade 12 or high er

f. Grade n ot sp ecified
MINORS 14 AND 15 YEARS OF AGE

C. TYPES OF EVIDENCE OF AGE ACCEPTED

FIRST Reg11lar Certificates

ALL Vacation and OutsideSchool-Hours Certificates

[Ite m 1 must agree with
item A-1, column (1)]

[Item 1 mus t a gr ee wit h
item A- 3, column (1) )

(1 )

(2 )

. Evidence of a ge : T OTAL (sum of a t o f , in clusive)

a. Birth certificate
/

b. Bapt ism al certificat e
C. Bible r ecord, passport, insurance p olicy, immigration or naturalization
r ecord
d. Physician's certificate of a ge accompanied by both sch ool record of a ge,
if obtainable, and parent's affid a vit of a ge
\
e. Other evidence of age (sp ecify)

f. Evidence of age not specified

I
le

13334

"''"'

Foa11 No. 4
LLIE KENNEDY , DIRECTOR

0~

t,!EN ' S AND CHILDREN ' S
"
DIVISION
Q~

LABOR DEPARTMENT

File N o ......................... .

y

Date of issue .............. .

4~

AGE CERTIFICATE

~¢-~ 4.<$'~

TO P E K A

0~

OF CHILD OVER SIXTEEN YEARS OF AGE

"o

F or Protection of E mployers aga inst Misrepresentation of Age by Children Seeking Employment

".t._'<f-

lS5ued

OF KANSAS

Yro.

Mos.

f;1.;,·\4_,_~........................cN~;;;;·~i·~;~~~i······························································.2...... ·······--c·s;~>················3................,.&i~~>·············· 4...............<A;;;j·····

railB ~

CERTIFY T hat t he following evidence of age or a transcript thereof has been filed in this office for the above-named minor:

officer shall require minor to furnish evidence of
~ age in the following order : (Check X to indicate evidence accepted.)
D Birth certificate or t ranscrir t thereof.
D Other documentary evidence, s~ch as baptis~al certificate, Bible record, passport, msurance pohcy, etc.
D Physician's certificate of age, accompanied by both
school record of age, if obtainable, and parent's affidavit of age.

7. Date of birth· ....................................................................... .
(Month)

8. Place of birth:

(Day)

(Town)

(Year)

(County)

(St a

9. Parent or guardian: ................................................................. .
(Name)

(Address)

rJ'he above-named minor is to be employed by :
10 ............................................... ......................

(BUBiness address)
· ···

(I ndUBtry)

·········
·······

·

(Signature of issuing officer)

(Signature of minor)

11 ................................................... ................. .

(Speci fic Occupation)

(Address of minor)

14 .....................................................................

13 ............................................. ......................................... .

(Address of issuing officer}

(Title)

(DIPOBTA.~ T-SEE OTHER SIDE)

20- 698 4- s

b. Grade 7
c. Grade 8
d. Gra de 9, 10, or 11
e. Grade 12 or high er

f. Grade not specified
MINORS 14 AND 15 YEARS OF AGE

C. TYPES OF EVIDENCE OF AGE ACCEPTED

FIRST Regular Certificates

ALL Vacation and OutsideSchool-Hours Certificates

[Item 1 must agree with
item A-1, column (1)]

[Item 1 must agree with
Item A-3, column (l)J

(1 )

(2)

. Evidence of age: TOTAL (sum of a to f, inclusive)
a. Birth certificate
b. Baptism al certificate
C. Bible r ecord, passport, insurance policy, immigration or n aturalization
r ecord
d. Physician's certificate of age a ccompanied by both school record of a ge,
if obtainable, and pa rent's affida vit of age
)

e. Other evidence of age (specify)
I

f. Evidence of age not specified

\
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ELLIE KENNEDY,

D IRE C TOR

~ ~ ?' o F KANSAS

MEN ' S AND CHILDREN ' S
DIVISION

-\0

TOPEKA

<v~

~(j

~"

'\'-o <:><v~

I ssu ed und~ ~

L ABOR DEPARTMEN T

.

D ate of Issue ...................... .

WORK PERMIT

; -</11:fo, 38 - 601 to 38 -612, to Children Und er Sh:teen Years of Age \ Vho H a"e F inish ed th e E lementa ry School Course

A..."<'o

...fr..:iii'"N'~~ ~f~ ild)··· ................. ································(Add;;;~)····· ····························
···············cP~;~~t·~
Name)
~4.
·····& ······~"?::. ........................... .

0

0

(Employer)

(Ind ustry)

Q,..0

~OPR00F OF AGE-S p ecify ( X )

[i~ cert ificate or transcript t hereof.
fther documentary eviden ce, such as baptiemal
ertificate, Bible record, passport, insurance

(Specific Occupation of Child)

------------------····

(Date of Birth)
Present Ag;e
Color of

Years

IM ont hs

············
······ ···················. ·······cii."
cict.;ess)

Hair

[ Eyes

(City)
Height
Feet

b1icy (specify) ............................... :........................... .
hysician's cert ificate of age accompanied by
toth school record of age, if obtainable, and
arent's affidavit of age.

I

In.

(Count y)

Weight

Sex

(State
Col

P ounds

(School R ecord)
(Signature of Child)

I , t he undersigned officer duly authorized by law to issue work permi ts to children, hereby certify that I have received, examined
approved and filed t he above-named employer's promise ~o employ, the school record or certificate of examination and the proofs of age,
each as required by law, and that the child named herem has persomally appeared before me and been examined and has signed this
permit in my pre::ence, and that all the requirements of the child labor law for is uing a work permit have been fulfilled, and that the
employment of said child by the employer named herein is hereby authorized, ubject to the provisions of G. S. 1935, 38-601 to 38-612,
relat ing t o child labor.
SIGNED

City, town or school district of issue

Superin tendent of Schools, Probate Judge, or Authorized R epresent,
(IMPORTANT-SEE OTHER SIDE)

b. Grade 7
C.

Grade 8

d. Gra de 9, 10, or 11
e. Grade 12 or higher
f. Grade not specified

MINORS 14 AND 15 YEARS OF AGE

C. TYPES OF EVIDENCE OF AGE ACCEPTED

FIRST Regular Certificates

ALL Vacation and OutsideSchool-Hours Certificates

[Item 1 must agree with
item A- 1, column (1)]

[Item 1 must a~ree with
Item A-3, column (1))

(1)

(2)

Evidence of age: TOTAL (sum of a to f, inclusive)

a. Birth certificate
b. Baptismal certificate

Bible r ecord, passport, insurance policy, immigration or naturalization
r ecord
d. Physician's certificate of age accompanied by both school record of age,
if obtainable, and parent's affidavit of age
1
C.

e. Other evidence of age (specify)

f. Evidence of age not specified

\
16-13334

IE KENNEDY, Director
<(,'
n's and Children' s Dlvislo"'\O
V

0

LABOR DEPARTMENT

Ul' ' J:\.AN::S A ::S

Date of Issue ...................... .

«-«;
SCHOOL VACATION WORK PERMIT
~o<f ~ - 1935, 38- 601 to 3 8- 612, to Child r en Under Sixteen Years of Ag e , vho Have N ot F inish ed the Elementary

·........(¥f N~
o" f...~~
.....'S....o~·
"':,

1\..1.r.

0~
,<._'-

T OPEKA

Issued

~

"o~f..Chiid)......................................................(.Add~;~~)...............................................

c.;

School Course

{i;~;,~~t;~· Name)

(Employer)

PROOF OF AGE-S1,ecily ( X )

rth certificat e or transcript thereof.
her documentary evidence, such as baptismal
ificate, Bible record, passport, insurance

(Industry)

(Address)

(Specific Occupat ion of Minor)

·-·······-········-····· ·········
···············
························
(D ate of Birth )
(City)
Present Age
Color of
Height

Years j Mont hs

H air

j

Eyes

F eet

!icy (specify ) ........................................................... .
ysician's certificate of age accompanied by
th school record of age, if obtainable, and
rent's affidavit of age.

j

In .

(County)

Weight

(Stat e:
Col,

Sex

Pounds

(School R ecord )
---·························
(Signature of Minor )

I , the undersigned officer duly authorized by law to issue work permits to children, hereby certify that I have received, examined,
approved and filed the ab ove-nam ed employer's promise to employ, the school record or certificate of examination and the proofs of age.
each as required by law, and that the child named herein has personally appeared before me and been examined and bas signed t his
permit in my presence, and t hat all the requirements of the child labor Jaw for issuing a work perm it have been fulfilled, and that the
employment of said child by the employer named herein is hereby a ut horized, subject to the provisions of G. S. 1935, 38-601 to 38-612, relating to child labor.
SIGNED

City, town or school d istrict of issue

Superintendent of Schools, Probate Judge, or Authorized R epresent,
(IMPORTANT- SEE OTHER SIDE )

b. Grade 7
.c. Grade 8

d. Grade 9, 10, or 11

e. Grade 12 or higher
f

Grade not specified

MINORS 14 AND 15 YEARS OF AGE

C. TYPES OF EVIDENCE OF AGE ACCEPTED

FIRST Regular Certificates

ALL Vacation and OutsideSchool-Hours Certificates

[Item 1 must agree with
Item A-1, column (1)1

(Item 1 must agree with
item A-3, column (1)]

(1 )

(2)

Evidence of age: TOTAL (sum of a to f , inclusive)

a. Birth certificate
b. Baptism al certificate

Bible r ecord, passport, insurance policy, immigration or naturalization
r ecord
d. Physician's certificate of age accompanied by both school record of age,
if obtainable, and parent's affidavit of age
C.

'

e. Ot h er evidence of age (sp ecify)

f. E vidence of age not specified

\
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-
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LA.SOR

Form E-2

HILDREN'S B U R E AU
Washington

1940

Report of Employment Certificates Issued for Minors 14 and 15 Years of Age
te ---- -----------------------------------

City ---------------------------------------

•ported and approved by - --- --- --- ---- -- --- - -------- ---- -

Mon th ________________ _____

T"tl
l
e ------- --- -- -- -- ---- -------- -----

A. TYPES OF CERT IFICATES I SSUED

Year 19 _____ _

D a t e _____ _______ _____ ________

MINORS 14 AND 15 YEARS OF AGE
Total

Boys

Girls

(2)

(1)

(3)

tFirst r egular cer tificates
R eissu ed r egular certifi cates

ru

All vacation and out side-school-hours certificates, in cluding first and reissued
other t ypes of certificates, including first and r eissued (specify
t yp e)

MINORS 14 AND 15 YEARS OF AGE

B. LAST GRADE COMPLETED

FIRST Regular Certificates

!Item 1 must a11,ree with item A - 1, column (1) )

Gra d e completed: TOTAL (sum of a to f, inclusive)
I

a. Grade 6 or lower (including ungraded classes)
b. Grade 7
,C.

Grade 8

d. Grade 9, 10, or 11

e. Grade 12 or high er
f

G r a de no spec1'fl ed
MINORS 14 AND 15 YEARS OF AGE

C. TYPES OF EVIDENCE OF AGE ACCEPTED

FIRST Regular Certificates

ALL Vacation and OutsideSchool-Hours Certificates

[Ite m 1 must a11,ree with
i tem A-1, colu mn (1)]

!Item 1 must a11,ree with
item A- 3, column (1))

(1)

(2)

Evidence of age: TOTAL (sum of a to f , inclusive)

a. Birth certificate
b. Baptism al certifi cate
C. B ible record, passport , insurance policy, immigration or n aturalization
r ecord
d. Physician's certifi cate of age accompanied by both school r ecord of age,
if obtainable, and par ent's affidavit of age
,
e. Other evidence of a ge (sp ecify)

f. E vidence of age not specified

\
16

13334

-

Form E-2 (revers,
MINORS 14 AND 15 YEARS OF AGE

,

D. INDUSTRY OF EMPLOYER

FIRST Regular Certificates
[Item 1 must agree with item A-1, columns (1),
(2), and (3))

REISSUED
Regular
Certificates

ALL Va,
and Out
School-I
Certific,

[Item 1 must
agree with Item
A-2, column

[Item 11
agree wltl
A-3, col
(1)]

(l)]

Total

Boys

Girls

Total

xxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxx

(1)

(3)

(2)

(4)

Toti
(5)

1. Industry: TOTAL (sum of a to i, inclusive)

a. Agriculture, forestry, and fishery
b. Mining (including quarrying)
c. Construction
d. Manufacturing

e. "\\'bolesale and retail trade

f. Tra nspor t ation, communication, and other
public utilities
business,
services

g. Personal,

and

recreational

h. Other industry

i. Industry not specified
E. OCCUPATION OF MINOR
1. Occupation: TOTAL (sum of a to j, inclusive)

a. T elegraph messengers
b. Other clerical and kindred workers
C.

N ewsboys

d. D elivery boys (outside)

e. D om estic-service workers, own home

f. Domestic-service workers, other home
g. Caddies

h. Other attendants in r ecreation and amuse-

m ent

i. Other occupation
j. Occupation not specified
U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTIN G OF'F"I CE

16 - 13334-1

xxxxx

C, •
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Form E-3

.l...lA.J:SU.t(,

CHILDREN'S BUREAU
Washington

1940

Report of Employment and Age Certificates Issued for Minor s 16 and 17 Years of Age
and of

Certificates of Age Issued for Minors 18 and 19 Years of Age

tate ---------------------------- -----------

City ---------------------------------------

:eported and approved by ------ ------ ----------- --- --- --- -

M on t h _____ ________________ Y ear 19 _____ _

Title ______ __ ___ _______ )J ___________

Date _________ __ ____ ____ _____ _

MINORS 16 AND 17 YEARS OF AGE

A. TYPES OF CERTIFICATES I SSUED

Total

Boys

(1)

Girls

(2)

(3)

First regular certificates
Reissued regular certificates
All vacation and outside-school-hours certificates, including first a nd reissued
All other types of certificates for minors 16 and 17, including first and r eissued
(specify type)

MINORS 16 AND 17 YEARS OF AGE

B. LAST GRADE COMPLETED

FIRST Regular Certificates

[Item 1 must agree with item A-1, column (1))

Grade completed: TOTAL (sum of a to f, inclusive)

a. Grade 6 or lower (including ungraded classes)
b. Grade 7
C.

Grade 8

d. Grade 9, 10, or 11

-

e. Grade 12 or higher

f. Grade not specified
MINORS 16 AND 17 YEARS OF AGE

C. TYPES OF EVIDENCE OF AGE ACCEPTED

FIRST Regular Certifi- ALL Vacation and OutsideSchool-Hours Certificates
cates
[Item 1 must agree with
i t em A-1, column (1)]
(1)

fJtem 1 must agree with
item A-3, column (l)]
(2)

. Evidence of age: TOTAL (sum of a to f, inclusive)

a. Birth certificate
b. Baptismal certificate
c. Bible record, p assport, insurance policy, immigration or naturalization
record
d. Physician's certificate of age accompanied by both school record of age,
if obtainable, and parent's affidavit of age

e. Other evidence of age (specify)

f. Evidence of age not specified

16

13335

-

Form E-3 (reverse

MINORS 16 AND 17 YEARS OF AGE

FIRST Regular Certificates

D. INDUSTRY OF EMPLOYER

[Item 1 must agree with item A-1, columns (1),
(2 ), and (3)1

(1)

[Item 1 must
agre e with ite m
A-2, column
(1)1

(5)

(4 )

(3 )

(2)

[Item 1 m
agree with
A-3, colu
(1)1

Total

Total

Girls

Boys

Total

ALL Vaca
and Outsi
School-Ho
Certifica1

REISSUED
Regular
Certificates

l. J ndustry: TOT AL (sum of a to i, inclusive)

a. Agriculture, forestry, and fishery
b. Mining (including quarrying)

c. Construction
d. Manufacturing

I

e. Wholesale and retail trade

f. Transportation, communication, and other
public utilities
business,
services

and

g. Personal,

I

recreational

I

h. Other industry
i. Industry not specified

x xxxxxxx

E. OCCUPATION OF MINOR

xxx x xxxx

xx x xxxxx

xxxxxxxx

x x xxx .

l. Occupation: TOTAL (sum of a to j, inclusive)

a. Telegraph messengers

I

b. Other clerical and kindred workers

,.

c. Newsboys

.l

'

d. Delivery boys (outside)

~-

e. Domestic-service workers, own home

f. Domestic-service workers, other home
g. Caddies
h. Other attendants in recreation and amusement

i. Other occupation

j. Occupation not specified
F. TYPES OF EVIDENCE OF AGE ACCEPTED FOR CERTIFICATES OF AGE ISSUED FOR

Number of Certific2
(Include first and reisi

MINORS 18 AND 19 YEAR S OF AGE

1. Evidence of age: TOTAL (sum of a to f, inclusive)

r

a. Birth certificate

-

-

'

b. Baptismal certificate

-

Bible record, passport, insurance policy, immigration or naturalization record
d. Physician's certificate of age accompanied by both schcol record of age, if obtainable, and
parent's affidavit of age
C.

.

e. Other evidence of age (specify)

f. Evidence of age not specified

.

.

U. S. GOVERNMENT PlilNTI N G OFFICE

I fi-13::\3,'l- 1

'

-

LAWS AFFECTING
KANSAS CHILDREN
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I

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
TE CEILD- LABOR LEGISLA'rION

TE CHILD- LABOR L.t1.WS MEET
STATE OF KANSAS

Labor Department
800 Kansas Ave., Topeka

P. G. BAIRD, Commissioner

Child Labor
Compulsory School Attendance Law

WOMEN'S A ND CHILDREN 'S DIVISIO.N
NELLIE KFJNNEDY,

Director-Inspector

Extent to which State childlabor laws meet I . A. G. L. O.
standards

18 States and Puerto Rico
approximate this standard
in whole or in part (Ala.,
Conn., Fla., Ga ., Ill.,
La., Mass . , Mont ., N. J .,
N. Y. N.C. Ohio ., Pa.,
R. I., S. C., Utah, W. Va.,
~Jis . )
Few, if any, States extend full protection in
this respect to minors
up to 18 years of age,
through many State laws
prohibit employment under
18 in a varying number of
specified hazardous
occupations .

20 States , D. C., Hawaii, and
Puerto Rico have a State
administrative agency with such
authority (Ariz . , Colo ., Conn.,
Fla . , Kans ., La., Maine , Mass. ,
Mich., N. J ., N,Y. , N.C., N. Dak .,
Ohio , Oreg ., Pa . , Utah, Wash ., w.
Va . , Wis . )
12 States, D.C . , ana Puerto Rico
have an 8-hour day for minors of
both sexes under 18 in most occupations (Calif., La . , Mont., N. J . ,
N. Y., N. Dak., Ohio , Oreg. , Pa. ,
Utah, Wash., Wis . ) 7 other States
have this standard for girls up to
18 (. riz . , Colo . , :11., Ind.,
Nev., N. Mex. , Wyo . )

-

D. INDUSTRY OF EMPLOYER

r

-

MINIMUM AGE

a. Agriculture, forestry, and :fishery

No minor under 16May be employed in or about any mine or quarry, or at
any occupation dangerous to life, limb, health, or morals.

b. Mining (including quarrying)

Construction

CERTIFICATES FOR EMPLOYMENT

d. Manufacturing

H'ork Permit: Required for all children 14 to 16 in any vocation mentioned in the child-labor act: Factory, Mill, Workshop, Hotel, Restaurant, Cannery, Packing House, Theater,
Mercantile E tablishment, operating an.y Elevator, Tran.smi sion of Merchandise or Messages, any Bu iness or SerYice during School Hours.
I ssued by: School Suµerintendent or Juyenile Court Judge.
Certificate of Age: For minors 16 years of age or over. Employer is not required to obtain this certificate, but it protects hiµi from misrepresentation of age by the minor. This
is not a "permit to employ."

e. Wholesale and retail trade

f. Transportation, communication, and other

public utilities
business,
services

g. Personal,

BRIEF OF STATE LAWS AND REGULATIONS AFFECTIKG THE EMPLOYMENT OF MINORS IN KANSAS
No mi,wr under 14:lay be employed in connection with or in any Factory,
Workshop, Theater, Mill, Cannery, Packing House, operating any EleYator, or in any business or service during the
hours in which the public school is in se sion in the district
where the child resides.

1. Industry: TOTAL (S'Um of a to i, inclusive)

C.

charge or control of any child who shall refuse to take such
oath or affirmation shall be adjudged guilty of a misdemeanor,
and upon conviction thereof shall be fineu in any sum not less
than one or more than ten dollars (S10). The superintendents
of schools in cities of the first and second class and county
superintendents of schools shall within ten days after the receipt of said enumeration of defectiYe children send a certified
copy of the same to the office of the state board of administration. (G. S. 1935, 72-4806.)
•

and

recreational

h. Other industry

i. Industry not specified

E. OCCUPATION OF MINOR

X

1. Occupation: TOTAL (sum of a to j, inclusive)

a. Telegraph messengers
b. Other clerical and kindred workers

c. Newsboys
d. Delivery boys (outside)

e. Domestic-service workers, own home

f. Domestic-service workers, other home
g. Caddies
h. Other attendants in recreation and amusement

i. Other occupation
j. Occupation not specified

F. TYPES OF EVIDENCE OF AGE ACCEPTED Fl
MINORS 18 AND 19 Y

MAXIMUM HOURS OF LABOR AND NIGHT \VORK

Cnc/er 16 years: 8-hr. day, 48-hr. week, and night work prohibited between 6 p. m. and 7 a. m. in:
Factory
Theater
\York ·hop
Restaurant
Packing house
Mercantile establishment
Mill
Op rating any elevator
Cannery
Transmi sion of merchanHotel
dise or messages
INDUSTRIAL WELFARE ORDERS AFFEC'rING WoMEN AND MINORS

M aniifacluring establishments: 9-hr. day, 49½-hr. week, 6day week, and night work prohibited 9 p. m. to 6 a. m. in
"manufacturing occupations" (with exemptions)°.
Laiinc/ries: 9-hr. day, 49½-hr. week, and night work prohibited 9 p. m. to 6 a. m. in laundries, dyeing, dry cleaning, and
pressing establishments (with exemptions).
Public housekeeping occupations: 8-hr. day, 48-hr. week and
night work prohibited 12 midnight to 5 a. m.
'
lil erccmlile establishments : 9-hr. day (10 on one day per
week), 54-hr. week; 6-day week; night work prohibited after
9 p. m. (after 10 p. m. June 1 to September 15 in agricultural
community by permit).
Telephone exchange or office: Basic 8-hr. day and basic 6day week for telephone operaLors; 8-hr. day and 48-hr. week
for all other employees.
21-8140

1. Evidence of age: TOTAL (sum of a to f, inclusive)

a. Birth certificate

--

b. Baptismal certificate
C.

Bible record, passport, insurance ~olicy, immigration or naturalization record

d. Physiciai;i's certifi_cate of age accompanied by both school record of age if obtainable and
parents affidavit of age

e. Other evidence of age (specify)

f. Evidence of age not specified

'

'

I
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APPENDIX I

MAJOR STANDARDS RECOMMENDED BY THE II TERNA'rIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
GOVERNMENTAL LABOR OFFICIALS FOR STATE CHILD- LABOR LEGISLATION
AND THE KX:TENT TO WHICH EXISTING STATE CHILD- LABOR L WS MEET
THESE STANDABDS

Minimum

age

I. A. G. L. O. Standards

Extent to which State childlabor laws meet I.A. G. L•.O.
standards

16 years, in any employment in a f actory; 16,
in any employment during.
school hours; 14, in
nonfactory employment
outside school hours.

18 St ates and Puerto Ri co
approximate t hi s standard
in whole or in part (Ala.,
Conn., Fla., Ga., Ill.,
La., Mass ., Mont., N. J .,
N. Y. N. C. Ohio ., Pa .,
R.I., S. C., Utah, W. Va.,
Wis.)

Hazardous
Minimum age 18 for
occupations employment in a
considerable number
of ha zardous occupations,

State admini strative
agency to det ermine
occupations hazardous
for minors under 18

Maximum
Daily
Hours

8-hour day f or minors
under 18 in any gainful occupation.

Few, if any, States extend full prot ection in
this respect to minors
up to 18 years of age,
through many State laws
prohibit employment under
18 in a varying number of
specified hazardous
occupat i ons.
20 States, D. C., Hawaii , and
Puerto Rico have a State
aQ-ininistrative agency with such
authority (Ariz,, Colo ., Conn.,
Fla., Kans ., La., Mai ne, Mass.,
Mich., N. J ., N. Y., N. C., N, Dak ,,
Ohio, Oreg., Pa., Utah, Waah., w.
Va., Wis,)
12 St ates, D.C., and Puerto Ri ce
have an 8-hour day for minors of
both sexes under 18 in most occupations (Calif., La ., Mont ., N. J .,
N. Y., N, Dak ,, Ohio, Oreg,, Pa,,
Utah, Wash, , Wi s . ) 7 other States
have thi s standard f or girls up to
18 ( Ariz ,, Colo , , Ill ,, Ind , ,
Nev., N,Mex., ·wyo . )

121
I . A. G. L O. Standards

Extent to which St ate childl abor laws meet I . A. G. L. O.
standards

Maxbnum
Weekl y
Hours

40- hour week for minors
18 in any gainful
occupation.

Work
during
specifi ed
night

13 hours of night work

12 States, Hawaii , and Pue rto Rico meet
or exceed this standard, at least for
most occupations( Iowa, Kans . , Ky .,
N. J ., N. Y. , N. C. , Ohio , Okla., Oreg. ,
.
Utah, Va. , Wis . )

8 hours of night wor k

11 Stat·e s . D. c. and Puerto Rico meet
or exceed this standard, at least f or
most occupations (Ark., Calif ., Conn.,
Fla., Kans ., La ., Mass ., Mich., N.J .
Ohio , Wash •.)

Required for minors
under 18 i n any
gainfuloccupation.

21 States, D. C. Hawaii , and Puerto Ri ce
requi r e employment or age certificates
for minors under 18 i n most occupatiom
(Calif., Conn., Fla., Ga., Ind., La.,
Mass ., Mich., Mont ., Nev., N. J . , N. Y. ,
N. C., Ohio , Oreg., Pa . , Tenn., Utah,
Wash ., Wis ., and , where continuation
s chools ar e establ ished, Okla. ) One
other State (Ala . ) requires such certifi
cat es for minors under 17. (A few of
t hese States require certif icates f or
minors 18 years of age or over, at
least in c er tain occupations . )

prohibited for minors of
both sexes under 16 i n
any gainful occupati on .

prohibited for minors
of both s exes between
16 and 18 in any gainful occupati on .
Empl oyment
Certificat es

2 States (N. J. and Wis . ) and
Puerto Rico have a 40- hour week
for minors under 18 in most
occupations; 4 States (La., Oreg. ,
Pa., Utah) a 44- hour week for such
minors . 1 of t hese States (Wis . ) has
a 24- hour week f or minors under 16;
6 ot her States (Ala . , Fla., Ga.,N.c . ,
R. I ., W. Va . ) and Hawaii have a 40hour week, and 4 others (Miss ., N. Mex. ,
N. Y., Va. ) a 44- hour week for such
minors.

u. s. Depar tment of Labor , Division of Labo r St andards
Wa shington, Sept ember, 1947.
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APPENDIX J

RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE WH I'rE HOUSE CONFERENCE ON CHIIDREN IN A

DEMOCRACY , J.ANUARY 18- 20, 1940

Protection Against Child Labor
The Conference endorses the following requirements, now
widely accepted
minimum for protective legislation:
-1. A minimum age of 16 f or all employment during school hours
and fo r employment at any ti me i n manufacturing or mining occupations
or in connection with power- driven machinery.
2. A mi nimum age of 16 for employment at any time in other
occupations, except as a minimum a ge of 14 may be permitted f or lL'Ilited
periods of work after school hours and du ring vacation periods in agriculture , light nonrnanufacturing work, domestic ser vi ce, and stre~ trades.
Determination of desirable standards fo r legislation governing child
actors requires further s tudy •.
3. A minimum age of 18 or higher for employment in hazardous or
injurious occupation~ .
·
4. Hours-of-work restrictions for persons up to 18 y ears of age ,
including maximum hours , pr ovision for lunch period, and prohibition of
night work, the hours permitted not to exceed 8 a day, 40 a week, and
6 days a week.
5. Requirements of employment certificates for all minors under
18, issued only after the minor has been certifi ed as physically fit for
the proposed employment by a physician under public-health or publicschool authority •.
6. At least double compensation under -,.;orkmen 1 s co mpensation laws
in cases of injury to illegally employed minors.
7. Minimum- wage standards fo r all employ ed minors .
8. Abolition of industrial home work as t he only means of eliminating
child labor in such work.
9. Adequate provision for administration of all laws relating to
t he employment of child r en and youth •.
The Conference also makes the following recommendation:
10 •. Rati fi cation of the child-labor amendment to the Constitution
of the United States sh ould be completed immediately.
With reference to provision of school f acilit~es
t o child labor, t he Conference reco.rmnends the foll owing:

they relate

11. Compulsory-school- attendance laws should be adjusted to c~ld-
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labor laws, since school-leaving and child labor a re closely related.
Schooling during at least 9 months of t h e year should be both compulsory
for and available to ever y c hild up to the age of 16 .
12. It is t he obli gations of t he co mmunity to provide a suitable
educational p rogram f or all . youths over 16 who are not employ ed or provided with work opportunities.
13. Financial aid fro m public sources should be given whenever
necessary to young persons to enable t han t o continue t heir educati on
even beyond the compulsory-att endance age i f t hey wish to do so and
can benefit thereby.
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